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Anishinaabe-izhichigewinan miinawaa go Anishinaabe gaa-pi-izhichigewaad mewinzha, geyaabi imaa ayaamagad.
(Indian traditions and what the Indian came to do long ago, it’s still there).
– Giniw-Aanakwad Joe Auginaush

I. INTRODUCTION

Tribal Nations, as political entities, do not adhere to the same legal philosophy as their settler colonial counterparts. Many Tribal Nations subscribe to traditional law, which is an “essential source” of tribal jurisprudence. As Chief Justice Yazzie of the Navajo Nation Supreme Court explained “traditional laws are fundamental laws of society” and are derived

* Assistant Professor of Law, Alexander Blewett III School of Law at the University of Montana.
3. Hopi Indian Credit Ass’n v. Thomas, 1996 Hopi App. LEXIS 2, at *2 (Mar. 29, 1996) (explaining that “[t]he customs, traditions, and culture of the Hopi Tribe deserve great respect in tribal courts . . . the essence of our Hopi law, as practiced, remains distinctly Hopi. The Hopi Tribe has a constitution, ordinances and resolutions, but those Western forms of law codify the customs, traditions and culture of the Hopi Tribe, which are the essential sources of our jurisprudence.”).
from “custom – [the] language, ceremonies, teachings and value system” of the Tribal Nation. The validity of traditional law principles was recognized by the United States Supreme Court in Jones v. Meehan. The ability for tribal courts to utilize traditional law and custom was later recognized in Colliflower v. Garland, where the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals explained, “the vestige of ‘sovereignty’ that the tribe retains and exercises through its Tribal Council and Tribal Courts may call for [the] application of [different principles].” This principle was further utilized by the United States Supreme Court in Williams v. Lee where the Court held, “[e]very Indian Nation is free to adopt its own laws and be ruled by them.”

Anishinaabe communities have maintained a rich body of traditional knowledge; however, these principles are often missing in modern day Anishinaabe tribal court application. This Article provides an introductory glimpse into one example of traditional law—the rich and complex Anishinaabe principles that undergird Anishinaabe life, and how these principles may be used to develop and inform Anishinaabe jurisprudence. In the second section, this Article identifies how the foundational principles embedded in Anishinaabe law are derived from the ancestral link tying together the generations through language, traditional stories, and our continuous inter-relationship with the earth. In the third section, this Article establishes how these foundational principles of Anishinaabe law are utilized to live a good life in harmony with all of creation. In the fourth section, this Article establishes how the seven sacred laws of the creation—the seven grandfather teachings consisting of the principles of wisdom, love, respect, bravery, honesty, humility, and truth are utilized as foundational values for achieving harmony and implementing Anishinaabe law principles. In the fifth section, this Article establishes how the traditional governance structure of the Anishinaabe is formed and built upon the tenets embedded within the seven grandfather teachings to develop the principles of culture, clan identity, sovereignty, and leadership. In the final section, this Article analyzes the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians Court of Appeals customary law holding to provide insight into how the complex principles identi-
fied in this Article can be utilized by Anishinaabe tribal courts, tribal coun-
cils, and Anishinaabe law practitioners as “primary rules” in the develop-
ment and furtherance of Anishinaabe Jurisprudence. By doing so, we will
be able to bring forth the principles that define who we are as Anishinaabe
people realizing that we cannot achieve justice if the law is not rooted in
our ways of thinking and our ways of being. By including the complex
principles identified in this Article in our Anishinaabe Jurisprudence, we
will be able to structure our legal systems in a manner that is equitable,
inclusive, just, and tethered to the duties and responsibilities we possess as
Anishinaabe people.

II. ANISHINAABE LAW

The oral tradition of the Anishinaabe people embodies Anishinaabe
law.11 Anishinaabe law is the collective body of principles and values that
guide our way of life as Anishinaabe people.12 Anishinaabe oral traditions
encompass our connection to the land through thousands of years of his-
tory.13 As we recount and share our traditional stories, our way of life is
passed down through the generations along an interconnected string entitled
nindaanikoobijiganag.14 The concept aanikoobiijigan is defined as an ances-
tor, a great-grandparent, and a great-grandchild.15 This concept is derived
from the terms aanikoobid- and -gan.16 The term aanikoobid- is further
broken down by the term aanikaw-, which means a link, and -bid which
means to tie it.17 The term -gan is a nominalizer term.18 Collectively, the
term refers to the ancestral link tying together seven generations from a

11. JOHN BORROWS, LAW’S INDIGENOUS ETHICS (2019).
12. JOHN BORROWS, CANADA’S INDIGENOUS CONSTITUTION (2010).
13. AARON MILLS, KAREN DRAKE & TANYA MUTHSAMPELAI, AN ANISHINAABE CONSTITUTIONAL
ORDER, IN RECONCILIATION IN CANADIAN COURTS: A GUIDE FOR JUDGES TO ABORIGINAL AND INDIGE-
NOUS LAW, CONTEXT AND PRACTICE 267 (The Honorable Justice Patrick Smith ed., 2017) (explaining
that “[[the natural world, in its natural state, is not chaotic and lawless. There is no state of nature in the
sense of an original, disordered position from which we escape by entering into a social contract to
create civil society where we impose human-made laws on each other. On the contrary, all aspects of the
natural world are already imbued with law – the Great Laws of Nature – and are ordered. These laws
govern all aspects of the natural world, including human life. When these laws are followed, the result is
harmony. Importantly – and this is a critical distinction – ‘harmony’ does not mean ‘nonconflict,’ but
rather ‘non- disconnection.’ It is a state of shared openness to the gifts and needs of self and of other.”).
14. Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Comm’n, Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commis-
perma.cc/UVQ6-F4KH.
10, 2021).
16. Id. 15
10, 2021).
18. OJIBWE PEOPLE’S DICTIONARY, supra note 15.
great-grandparent to a great-grandchild. As the Anishinaabe people utilize the traditional stories of their great-grandparents and recount them to their great-grandchildren, we are perpetuating the existence of Anishinaabe law through seven generations.

Language serves as the teacher for the Nation as it embodies our identity, responsibilities, and existence. The Ojibwe language provides for the intergenerational transference of our cultural and spiritual values, relationships, and identity. As Anishinaabe people, the Ojibwe language is a spiritual gift given to the people for our cultural and social communication and is considered our connection to all living things on earth. The Ojibwe language is known as anishinaabemowin, or ojibwemowin. The language “is alive and operates on a different level of consciousness.” Utilizing the language establishes a connection with the past and contributes meaning to our existence. Anishinaabemowin is not just a language in which the Anishinaabe people use to communicate. Within the Ojibwe language lives the ways and life of the Anishinaabe Nation. Anishinaabe people are intimately linked to our language for both physical and spiritual well-being. Language is the lifeblood of our soul. Through this connection the spirit inside every Anishinaabe holds and releases the language. Each Ojibwemowin word is specific and contains a story in its origin that is difficult to effectively translate into English or explain through non-Anishinaabe ideologies. Within the language lies the philosophy of the Ojibwe people. This philosophy guides the Ojibwe view of the universe and is em-

21. BORROWS, supra note 11.
22. ANTON TREUER, THE LANGUAGE WARRIORS MANIFESTO: HOW TO KEEP OUR LANGUAGE ALIVE NO MATTER THE ODDS (2020); ANTON TREUER, OJIBWE IN MINNESOTA 75 (2010).
23. ANTON TREUER, KEEPING LEGENDS ALIVE: NIBAA-GIICHI (AND ANISHINAABE BIMAADIZIWIN, 3.2 OSHKAABEWS NATIVE J. 3 (1996) [hereinafter Treuer, Keeping Legends Alive]; ANTON TREUER, LIVING OUR LANGUAGE: OJIBWE TALES & ORAL HISTORY 19 (2001) [hereinafter Treuer, Living Our Language] (Archie Mosay explained the importance of keeping the Ojibwe language alive in relation to religion and prayer, stating “[t]he spirit doesn’t understand me when I use English . . . without the language there is no Midewiwin, no Big Drum, and no Jiisikaan (Shake Tent Ceremony). Without the Ojibwe language there is no Ojibwe culture.”).
26. TREUER, LIVING OUR LANGUAGE, supra note 23, at 5.
27. Id.
28. Id.
29. Id.
bodied through traditional ceremonies. As Henry Focken explains, “language, culture, our connection to all living things on earth, our ceremonies, all come together to create an umbilical cord to the land, creation and the creator.”

The spiritual teachings, histories, and cultures of the Anishinaabe peoples can be found in our traditional stories referred to as *aadizookaanan*. Within these traditional stories, the Ojibwe are taught about how we are to interact with the world. As Michael Angel explains,

> These *aadizookaanan*, or ‘sacred narratives,’ were passed on orally from generation to generation precisely in order that the Ojibwa would always know who they were, where they had come from, how they fitted into the world around them, and how they needed to behave in order to ensure a long life.

The *aadizookaanan* are held to be the embodiment of the collective memory of the Anishinaabe. These stories involve the *manidoog*, the spirits embodied in the Ojibwe worldview and, as a result, they transcend the generations. As Henry Schoolcraft explained, “some of these tales, which I have heard, are quite fanciful, and the wildest of them are very characteristic of their emotions and customs. They often take the form of allegory, and in this shape appeared designed to teach some truth or illustrate some value.” The traditional knowledge of the Anishinaabe is inherently domiciled in the language through *aadizookaanan*.

---

33. Id.
41. Treuer, *Keeping Legends Alive*, supra note 23, at 3; Treuer, *Living Our Language*, supra note 23, at 19 (Archie Mosay explained the importance of keeping the Ojibwe language alive in relation to religion and prayer by stating “[t]he spirit doesn’t understand me when I use English . . . without the language there is no Midewiwin, no Big Drum, and no *Jisukaan* (Shake Tent Ceremony). Without the Ojibwe language there is no Ojibwe culture.”).
The notion of Anishinaabe oral tradition is exemplified in the concept gaagikidoo gaagii-bi-izhisemaagoowin. The oral traditions of the Anishinaabe people are embedded with cultural truths. As N. Scott Momaday explains:

At the heart of the oral tradition is a deep and unconditional belief in the efficacy of language. Words are intrinsically powerful. They are magical. By means of words can one bring about physical change in the universe. By means of words can one . . . live in the proper way and venture beyond death. Indeed, there is nothing more powerful.

Through the use of the oral tradition the Anishinaabe people are able to express their identity and being by defining themselves as a people, by passing on their history from generation to generation, and by providing a foundation for Anishinaabe law. The oral tradition is the culmination of the collective group worldview of the entire Anishinaabe Nation. The embodiment of Anishinaabe law is weaved into our oral tradition, through the Ojibwe language.

For the Anishinaabe, our connection with the land is embodied in our law. This principle is represented in the inherent name that the Nation utilizes for ourselves, Ojibwe-Anishinaabe. The origins of this concept are embedded in the roots of these words. There have been many suggestions as to the origins of the term Ojibwe. One of the common suggestions is that the word is derived from the term inwewinan, which references the sacred sound, the sacred language of the Nation. Another suggestion for the ori-

---

42. Darren Courchene, Anishinaabe Dibendaagoziwin (Ownership) and Ganawenindiwini (Protection), in Indigenous Notions of Ownership and Libraries, Archives and Museums 40 (Camille Callison, Loriene Roy & Gretchen Alice LeCheminant eds., 2016).
43. Kinew, supra note 37.
45. Borrows, supra note 20.
46. Kinew, supra note 37.
47. Borrows, supra note 11; Halona v. McDonald, 1 Navajo Rptr. 189, 205 (Navajo 1978) (The Navajo Court explained that it could not “adequately explain” its ruling in English and had to issue part of its ruling from the bench in the Navajo language).
gin of the concept of Ojibwe is derived from the term *onjibaa wajiw*,\(^\text{52}\) which explains from the mountains we originate: the Appalachian Mountains in the east, an ancient Mountain range in the south that has since been eroded by the Mississippi River, the Rocky Mountains in the west, and the Ice Glaciers in the north that have since receded.\(^\text{53}\) Collectively these mountain ranges are said to define the territorial homeland for the Nation.\(^\text{54}\) The second part of the concept *Ojibwe-Anishinaabe* is derived from the term Anishinaabe.\(^\text{55}\) This term has also been suggested to encompass many meanings but the common understanding of the term is described as original man (the original people) or more literally “the humble being that was placed upon the land.”\(^\text{56}\) For the Ojibwe Nation, the concept *Ojibwe-Anishinaabe* establishes the Ojibwe notion of sovereignty as this term defines the Nations geographical place plus identity as established through its creation story, the use of its sacred language, and its occupancy within its traditional homeland.\(^\text{57}\)

The Anishinaabe implement this principle of sovereignty through the development and implementation of our law. The legal principles of Anishinaabe law are inherently domiciled in our creation story.\(^\text{58}\) The following is an excerpt of the Anishinaabe creation as told by Campbell Papequash:

The Great Spirit beheld a vision. In His wisdom, the Great Spirit understood that His vision had to be fulfilled. He was to bring into being an existence that He had seen, heard, and felt. Out of nothing He made the sacred fire, rock, water and the winds. Into each He breathed the breath of life. On each He gave with His breathe a different essence and nature. Each substance had its own power, which became its soul spirit. From these four substances the Great Spirit created the physical world of sun, moon, and stars. To the sun, the Great Spirit gave the power of light and heat. To the earth, He gave the power of growth and healing. To the waters, He gave the power of purity and renewal. And to the winds, He gave the power of music and the breath of life itself. On earth the Great Spirit formed mountains and valleys, plains


\(^{53}\) *Kinew, supra note 37; Treuer, supra note 49, at 30.*

\(^{54}\) The geographic range of the Anishinaabe Nation encompasses Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin in the United States as well as the provinices of Manitoba, Ontario, and Saskatchewan in Canada. See, e.g., *Ojibwe Curriculum Committee, The Land of the Ojibwe* (1973).


\(^{56}\) Dennis Jones, *The Etymology of Anishinaabe*, 2.1 *Oshkâaewis Native J.* 43, 46 (1995); see also *Treuer, supra note 49, at 31–33.*

\(^{57}\) *Stark, supra note 49, at 352; Micheal J. Kaplin, Proof and Extinction of Aboriginal Title to Indian Lands, 41 A.L.R. Fed. 425 (1979) (explaining that place plus identity establishes the test for aboriginal title).*

and forests, islands and lakes, bays, and rivers. Everything was in its place. Everything was beautiful. Then the Great Spirit made the plant beings. There were four kinds, flowers, grasses, fruits, and trees. To each He gave a spirit of life, growth, healing, and beauty. Each he placed where it would be the most beneficial and would lend to the earth its great beauty, harmony, and order. After the plant beings the Great Spirit created the animal beings and conferred on each special powers and natures. There were four kinds: crawlers, winged ones, swimmers, and the four-legged beings. Last of all, He made Man. Though last in the order of creation, least in the order of dependence, and weakest in bodily powers, Man had the greatest gift: the power to dream.  

For Anishinaabe people as exemplified in this story, all living things on earth come together to create a connective link to the land, to all of creation, and the Great Spirit. The Anishinaabe recognize creation as gidakiiminaan. This concept is defined as “our earth.” The Anishinaabe have maintained a continuous relationship with creation since time immemorial.  

This continuous inter-relationship to gidakiiminaan is demonstrated by Leroy Little Bear:

To us land, as part of creation, is animate. It has spirit. Place is for the inter-relational network of all creation. When we talk of Blackfoot territory, Cree territory or Ojibwe territory, we are really talking about the place where the inter-relational network occurs. Humans don’t own land. We incorporate land into this constant flux, into this inter-relational network that is always happening. Land is the place where the renewal processes occur . . . Land cannot be owned. One can occupy the land for purposes of the inter-relational network. The closest we come to say is “this is the territory where my people live” with regard to observing and being part of the constant flux. The inter-relational network that is forever occurring.  

This continuous inter-relationship to gidakiiminaan is inherently embedded in the Anishinaabe term for law.

60. Flocken, supra note 32.  
The Anishinaabe term for law is onaakonigewin. According to Harry Bone, this concept originates from the Anishinaabe pipe ceremony. The concept onaakonige, is derived from the terms onaakon- and -ge. The term onaakon- is further broken down by the term on-, which means to arrange or form, -aakw- which means something stick-like or wooden, and -in, which means by hand. The term -ge means to act. Collectively, the term refers to the act of arranging or pointing something sticklike by hand. This principle refers to the act of pointing the pipe stem, as part of a pipe ceremony, in acknowledgment to the cardinal directions and the various parts of creation. The act of the pipe ceremony embodies our inter-relationship to gidakiiminaan and is imbedded in our term for law, as the act “reminds us that we are a part of creation and that we have to honor creation each and every day.” The Anishinaabe term for law, onaakonigewin, is connected to our creation story through the establishment of the “Great Laws of Nature.”

Campbell Papequash explains the establishment of the “Great Laws of Nature” as part of the Anishinaabe creation story as follows:

The Great Spirit then made the Great Laws of Nature for the wellbeing and the harmony of all things and all creatures. The Great Laws governed the world, and movement of the sun, earth, moon and the stars. The Great Laws of Nature governed the fire, rock, water, and winds. The Great Laws governed the rhythm and continuity of birth, life, growth, and decay. All things lived and worked by these laws. There are four orders in creation: the physical world, the plant world, the animal world, and the human world. All four parts are so intertwined, and they make up life and one whole existence. With less than the four orders, life and being are incomplete and unintelligible. No one portion is self-sufficient or complete . . . each component of creation derives its meaning from and fulfills its function and purpose within the context of the whole creation. It is only by the relationship of the four orders that the world has sense and meaning. Without animals and plants, Man would have no meaning, nor would he have much more meaning if he were not governed by some immutable law. There is a natural law.

66. COURCHENE, supra note 42, at 42 (explaining that “[t]he term onaakonigewin (law) comes directly from the pipe ceremony: inoo’ige (to point) is the original stem word for onaakonigewin and describes how you point the pipe in a specific order and directions”).
69. OJIBWE PEOPLE’S DICTIONARY, supra note 65.
70. Id. 63; see also COURCHENE, supra note 40, at 42 (explaining that “[t]he term onaakonigewin (law) comes directly from the pipe ceremony: inoo’ige (to point) is the original stem word for onaakonigewin and describes how you point the pipe in a specific order and directions”).
71. COURCHENE, supra note 42, at 42.
72. Id.
It is the law that everyone is ruled by, including all things in creation. It is an absolute law. It is a law that has no mercy. It is a law that will always prevail. The basis of this great law is peace. Before he can abide by this law, human beings must understand the framework of the ordinances of creation.73

Through this narrative, the Anishinaabe understand the “Great Laws of Nature” as the embodiment of creation, as Anishinaabe law.

For the Anishinaabe, our law is broken into four areas or categories.74 The categories collectively produce Anishinaabe-inaakonigewin, Anishinaabe law.75 The first area of Anishinaabe law encompasses manidoo-inaakonigewin.76 This concept is defined as spirit law, or the Creator’s law.77 The second area of Anishinaabe law encompasses gaagige-inaakonigewin.78 This concept is defined as eternal law, or “the rights and responsibilities intrinsic to the belief systems of the Anishinaabeg.”79 The belief systems of the Anishinaabe as embodied in the term gaagige-in-

73. WALDRAM, supra note 59, at 83–85; see also JOHNSTON, supra note 59, at 12.

74. COURCHENE, supra note 42, at 43. (quoting DORIS PRATT, HARRY BONE & THE TREATY AND DAKOTA ELDERS OF MANITOBA WITH CONTRIBUTIONS BY THE ASSEMBLY OF MANITOBA CHIEFS COUNCIL OF ELDERS, 1 UNTUWE PI KIN HE (WHO WE ARE): TREATY ELDER’S TEACHINGS 32–33 (2d ed. 2014) (According to elder D’Arcy Linklater, the Cree understand these Anishinaabe law principles as follows: “Kwayaskonikiwin means that the conduct of a person must be reconciled with Kiche’othasowewin (the great law of the Creator [natural law]); kistehichikewin means that the conduct of a person must be based on the sacred responsibility to treat all things with respect and honour . . . ; aski kanache pumenikewin means that the conduct of a person must be in accordance with the sacred duty to protect n’tuskenan [the land, life, home, and spiritual shelter entrusted to us by kihche’mantou for our children michimahch’o’ichi (since time immemorial)]; ethinesewin which means traditional knowledge, including the influence of moons and seasons on climate, weather, animals, plants, and ethiniwuk (individuals) as well as seasonal harvesting cycles and practices. There is a duty to respect and seek ethinesewin; n’totumakewin means that a person must seek not to be understood but to first understand. It establishes a duty to teach as well as to understand and to share as well as to seek ethinesewin; aakwamisiwin means that a person must be cautious of his or her action where there is uncertainty; oh’chinewin means that what a person does to nature will come back to that person; aniskowatesewe kanache pumenikewin means that a person must act in accordance with the sacred responsibility to protect heritage resources . . . ”)).

75. KINEW, supra note 37; Restoule v. Canada, 2018 ONSC 7701, Elder Kelly Tr., Vol. 21 at 2866–67, 2934 (Nov. 1, 2017) [hereinafter Kelly Transcript]; LEO BASKATAWANG, KINAMAADIWIN INAAKONIGEWIN: A PATH TO RECONCILIATION AND ANISHINAABE CULTURAL RESURGENCE 90 (2021) (explaining that Anishinaabe Inaakonigewin is also referred to as customary law); see also BORROWS, supra note 12, at 51 (“Customary law can be defined as those practices developed through repetitive patterns of social interaction that are accepted as binding on those who participate in them. Customary laws are often inductive meaning that observations of specific behavior often lead to general conclusions about how to act; as a result, the obligations they produce are regularly implied from a society’s surrounding context”).

76. COURCHENE, supra note 42, at 41; KINEW, supra note 37.

77. COURCHENE, supra note 42, at 41; KINEW, supra note 37; see also BORROWS, supra note 12, at 24 (“Laws can be regarded as sacred if they stem from the Creator, creation stories or revered ancient teachings that have withstood the test of time. When laws exist within these categories they are often given the highest respect”); BASKATAWANG, supra note 75, at 89.

78. COURCHENE, supra note 42, at 42.

79. Id.
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aanigewin can be further explained by the principle “Minik igo giizis bimosed, minik gegoo ji-nitaawigik, minik nibi ge-bimijiwang. Mii’iye gaagige-onakonigewin.”80 This concept is understood to mean “as long as the sun shines, grass grows, and the waters flow, that’s eternal law.”81 The third area of Anishinaabe law encompasses gete-inaakonigewin.82 This concept is defined as traditional law.83 The fourth classification of Anishinaabe law encompasses zaagima-inaakonigewin. This concept is defined as natural law.84 Anishinaabe law, as produced from these four categorical areas, is “instructive in nature” and is embodied in anishinaabemowin, the language; aadizookaanan, traditional stories; dibaaajimowin, personal narratives; and izhitwaawin, Anishinaabe culture.85

III. MINO-BIMAADIZIWIN – TO LIVE A GOOD LIFE IN HARMONY WITH CREATION

For the Anishinaabe, we exist as a part of creation. The essence of this existence, as an embodiment of the principles of Anishinaabe-in-aaconigewin, is to live in harmony.86 For the Anishinaabe, the concept of achieving harmony in life, to live in balance with all of creation is expressed by the term mino-bimaadiziwin.87 The concept of mino-

80. Id. (quoting DORIS PRATT, HARRY BONE & THE TREATY AND DAKOTA ELDERS OF MANITOBA WITH CONTRIBUTIONS BY THE ASSEMBLY OF MANITOBA CHIEFS COUNCIL OF ELDERS, 1 UNTUWE PI KIN HE (WHO WE ARE): TREATY ELDER’S TEACHINGS vol.1, 32–33 (2d ed. 2014)).
81. Id.
82. KINEW, supra note 37; BASKATAWANG, supra note 75, at 89.
83. KINEW, supra note 37; BASKATAWANG, supra note 75, at 89.
84. KINEW, supra note 37; BORKOWS, supra note 12, at 28 (“Indigenous peoples also find and develop law from observations of the physical world around them. When considering laws from this source, it is often necessary to understand how the earth maintains functions that benefit us and all other beings. This approach to interpretation attempts to develop rules for regulation and conflict resolution from a study of the world’s behavior. Law in this vein can be seen to flow from the consequences of creation or the ‘natural’ world or environment.”).
85. COURCHENE, supra note 42, at 43–44.
86. Spurr v. Tribal Council, No. 12-005APP (Nottawaseppi Huron Band of Potawatomi 2012), https://perma.cc/E6UE-LXLR (stating that “[a]ll aspects of the natural world are imbued with law – the great laws of nature – and are ordered. These laws govern all aspects of the natural world, including human life. When these laws are followed, the result is harmony.”).
87. Cholewka v. Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians Tribal Council, No. 2013-16-AP (Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians App. Ct. 2014) (a case involving a disenrollment challenge, the Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians Appellate Court upheld the Tribal Council and Membership Department’s decision to disenroll the Appellants. In its reasoning the court relied upon the principle of mino-bimaadiziwin as follows: “While in this case the Appellants have lost the legal standing to be enrolled members of the Grand Traverse Band, our decision changes nothing regarding their family’s history and their real belonging to the tribe and the community. Appellants are not banished from the area, nor are they forbidden from practicing their culture or language; they remain as much a part of the community as they wish. The actions of all parties involved moving forward should embody mino-bimaadiziwin; after all, formal tribal enrollment is only a small part of living as an Anishinabe.”). See also Snowden v. Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe of Michigan,
bimaadiziwin is literally defined as to “live a good life.”

This concept stems for the terms; minw- which means good, or well and the term bimaadizi which means to live. The term bimaadizi is further broken down with the following stems: bim-, which means along in space or time, -aad- which means of being or life, character or nature, and -izi, which means s/he is in a state or condition.

The principles of mino-bimaadiziwin are attained through the assistance of all of creation, both on a physical and spiritual level. Henry Flocken reiterates this idea as he explained “it is through close intimate relationships with the Spirits that Bimaadiziwin is achieved.”

A. Irving Hallowell describes this understanding as follows:

The central concept of the good life and the highest value is pímadízíwin, life in the fullest sense; life in the sense of health, longevity, and well-being, not only for one’s self, but one’s family. Pímadízíwin is a word heard again and again in ceremonies, and the supernaturals are petitioned for it. It is made possible primarily only through supernatural help, by “blessings” from guardian spirits.

91. AUGER, supra note 88, at 118–19 (explaining that “[t]he Ojibwe term for living a good life is expressed by the term, bimaadisiwin, or pímadízíwin, which means ‘life in the fullest sense, life in the sense of longevity, health and freedom from misfortune’”).
92. GINIWGIIZHIG HENRY FLOCKEN, AN ANALYSIS OF TRADITIONAL OJIBWE CIVIL CHIEF LEADERSHIP 31 (2013).
The concept of *mino-bimaadiziwin* is the central goal of Anishinaabe existence and, as an embodiment of the essence of creation, flows through every aspect of Anishinaabe life.\(^94\)

The principles of *mino-bimaadiziwin* should be utilized to interpret and develop *Anishinaabe-inaakonigewin*.\(^95\) This will allow Anishinaabe tribal courts and justice systems the ability to bring the principles of *mino-bimaadiziwin* into the modern era in the context of modern disputes, without creating confusion as to its application. The Nottawseppi Huron Band of Potawatomi Supreme Court acknowledged, “*Mino-bimaadiziwin* is not a legal doctrine but forms the implicit basis for much of tribal custom and tradition and serves as a form of fundamental law.”\(^96\) Lawrence Gross reiterated this principle as follows:

*Biimaadiziwin*, however, does not exist as a definitive body of law. Instead, it is left up to the individual to develop an understanding of *biimaadiziwin* through careful attention to the teaching wherever it can be found. This makes the term quite complex, and it can serve as a religious blessing, moral teaching, value system, and life goal.\(^97\)

As a result of this complexity, the principles of *mino-bimaadiziwin* as a fundamental law of the Anishinaabe are achieved through the application of the seven sacred laws of creation—the seven grandfather teachings.\(^98\)

---

\(^{94}\) Gross, *supra* note 93, at 19 (explaining that “[t]he teaching of *bimaadiziwin* operates at many levels. On a simple day-to-day basis, it suggests such actions as rising with the sun and retiring with the same. Further, *bimaadiziwin* governs human relations as well, stressing the type of conduct appropriate between individuals, and the manner in which social life is to be conducted. *Bimaadiziwin* also covers the relationship with the broader environment. So, for example, it teaches the necessity of respecting all life, from the smallest insects on up.”).

\(^{95}\) In re Validation of Marriage of Francisco, No. A-CV-15-88, 1989 Navajo Sup. LEXIS 4 (Aug. 2, 1989) (The Navajo Nation Supreme Court synthesized this principle: “[T]he concept of justice has its source in the fabric of each individual society. The concept of justice, what it means for any group of people, cannot be separated from the total beliefs, ideas, and customs of that group of people.”).

\(^{96}\) Spurr v. Tribal Council, No. 12-005APP (Nottawseppi Huron Band of Potawatomi 2012) (the Nottawseppi Huron Band of Potawatomi Supreme Court addressed a tribal member challenge seeking to enjoin an election from being held pursuant to the amendment article of the Tribe’s Constitution. In addressing the merits, the court utilized the principle of *mino-bimaadiziwin* (*mno-bmadzewen* as the term is depicted in the Potawatomi language) as follows: “We harken back to our consideration of Mno-Bmadzewen, and we find that the government’s boundaries of acceptable conduct in administering an Article IX election are broad, but not unlimited . . . So long as the government’s conduct respects, as we believe it does here, elections as expression of the community’s will, we will not intervene.”).

\(^{97}\) Gross, *supra* note 93, at 19.

\(^{98}\) KELLY TRANSCRIPT, *supra* note 75 (stating that “[a]ccording to Elder Fred Kelly, two of the organizing principles of Anishinaabe law and systems of governance were *pimaatiziwin* (life), where everything is alive and everything is sacred, and *gizhewaadiziwin* (the way of the Creator), which encompasses the seven grandfather teachings or seven sacred laws of creation”).
IV. SEVEN GRANDFATHER TEACHINGS

The Anishinaabe attempt to live in a good way, in balance with all of creation in accordance with the principles of mino-bimaadiziwin, through the application of the seven sacred laws of the creation—the seven grandfather teachings. Larry Stillday explained, “the Seven Grandfather Teachings are gifts or blueprints for living a good life. Each Teaching is a gift of knowledge for the learning of values and living by those values.”

The seven grandfather teachings consist of: Wisdom, Love, Respect, Bravery, Honesty, Humility, and Truth.

A. Wisdom

For the Anishinaabe, the idea of achieving wisdom in life is contained in the concept nibwaakaawin. This term is defined to mean wisdom. This concept is derived from the term nibwaakaa- which means that the individual is wise, the individual is intelligent. The notion of wisdom has also been expressed through the additional term of gikendaasowin. The

---

100. KELLY TRANSCRIPT, supra note 75.
102. Spurr v. Spurr, No. 17-287-APP (Nottawaseppi Huron Band of Potawatomi 2018), https://perma.cc/PDY8-AJVB (In deciding the issue of protection orders, the Nottawaseppi Huron Band of Potawatomi Supreme Court relied upon the Anishinaabe traditional story often referred to as the “Blue Garter” as persuasive authority and utilized the traditional concept of Niizhwaaso-Gimishoomisinaanig-Gikino’amaagewinan (Noeg Meshomsenanek Kenomagewenwn as referenced in the Potawatomi dialect) as follows: “We draw from this story [Blue Garter] the principle that a parent-child or mentor-mentee relationship can go terribly wrong. Persons with greater experience and wisdom can and should guide and assist younger, more inexperienced persons. But older persons must also be guided by the Noeg Meshomsenanek Kenomagewenwn.”). There are variations from Anishinaabe community to Anishinaabe community as to which values are represented in the seven grandfather teachings or seven sacred laws of creation, or where the teaching is used at all. For more information on community variations of the seven grandfather teachings or seven sacred laws of creation, see Mark F. Ruml, The Indigenous Knowledge Documentation Project – Morrison Sessions: Gaagige Inaakonige, The Eternal Natural Laws, 30.2 RELIGIOUS STUD. & THEOLOGY 155, 165 (2011).
concept *gikendaasowin* is also defined as knowledge.\(^{107}\) This concept is derived from the root term *gikendaaso* which means for a person to know, to be smart, to be intelligent, and to be educated.\(^{108}\) The term *gikendaaso* is further broken down with the following stems: *gik-* , which means to know, and *-end*, which means to act by thought on it, to perceive by thought on it, and to feel in the mind.\(^{109}\) Leanne Simpson explained the principle of seeking knowledge as a means of achieving wisdom as follows:

Within a Nishnaabeg epistemology, spiritual knowledge is a tremendous, ubiquitous source of wisdom that is the core of every system in the physical world. The way we are taught to access that knowledge is by being open to that kind of knowledge and by being engaged in a way of living that generates a close, personal relationship with our ancestors and relations in the spirit world through ceremony, dreams, visions and stories. The implicate order does not discriminate by gender, by age, by ability, or any of those things. The implicate order only cares if you believe; if you’re living your life in an engaged way. If we are open to this, then knowledge will flow through us based on our own actions, our name, clan, and helpers and our own self-actualization, as long as we uphold these responsibilities.\(^{110}\)

The ability to acquire knowledge as a means of achieving wisdom is integrally linked to our relationship with the earth and all of creation.

As part of the Anishinaabe creation story, Campbell Papequash explains how the “Great Law of Nature” interconnects all things on earth:

> There is a natural law. It is the law that everyone is ruled by, including all things in creation. It is an absolute law. It is a law that has no mercy. It is a law that will always prevail. The basis of this great law is peace... Before he can abide by this law, human beings must understand the framework of the ordinances of creation.\(^{111}\)

As Anishinaabe, we can achieve wisdom through their understanding of the “ordinances of creation” by observing the earth and all of creation. This is reflected in the concept *gikinawaabiwin*.\(^{112}\) This term is defined to mean to look at and to watch everything, to learn by observation.\(^{113}\)

The concept *gikinawaabiwin* is broken down with the following stems; *gikinaw-* , which means to know, to recognize, and *-aabi*, which means to

---


\(^{110}\) Simpson, supra note 106.

\(^{111}\) Waldram, supra note 59; see also Johnston, supra note 59, at 12.

\(^{112}\) Borrows, supra note 11, at 38; Simpson, supra note 106, at 14–15.

look, has such vision, has an eye as such a state or condition. Literally, the term *gikinawaabiwin* means the act of seeing everyone and everything through observation. This concept is further expressed through the concept *gikinoo’amaage* (akinoomaage). This concept is defined as to teach and is derived from the root term *gikinoo’amaw-* , which means to teach it to someone, to let someone know about it. John Borrow explains that this term is derived from the root terms *aki*, which means earth, and *noomaage*, which means to point towards and take direction from. Literally, *gikinoo’amaage* (akinoomaage) acknowledges the earth and all of creation’s ability to teach us, and for us to gain wisdom by paying attention and observing our surroundings.

As Anishinaabe, our ability to gain wisdom through *gikinawaabiwin* is understood through the story detailing the origin of our clans. The Anishinaabe at one time were not relating to *aki*, the earth in a way that properly acknowledged our interconnected relationship. This created great imbalance and the Earth was flooded. When the Earth was created anew, the animals stood up for the Anishinaabe, they vouched for us and said they would teach us how to act, how to live, and how to relate to creation. The animals created a relationship with the Anishinaabe, the *doodem* (clan) system, and through this relationship they took responsibility for our actions and taught us lessons about the earth and all of creation. The animals taught us how to hunt, fish, and gather our natural resources. They also taught us which of these resources could be used for food, for utilitarian purposes, as well as for medicinal, spiritual and ceremonial purposes.
For the Anishinaabe, the idea of achieving love in life is contained in the concept zaagi’idiwin. This term is defined to mean mutual love. This concept is derived from the term zaagi’idi- and is further broken down with the following stems: zaag-, which means to treasure, to love, -’ which means to cause someone to be or to act, and -idi, which is a reciprocal term. Mark Ruml suggests that the term zaagi’ (zhaagi as the term is utilized in his work) is broken down with the following stems of zhaa, which means a spark, a light that is sparked up, and -gi, which means it is given. He explains:

And this is the warmth, the love of Creation. Creator gave us this and it belongs inside of us and we all have it. And when I say that we all have this teaching we all have a light inside of us, it is a ball of energy that is connected to all the lights of the world. Everything, the rocks, the water, the birds, the animals the trees, all the vegetation, they all have a spark of light inside of them where we can connect to each other and know that the greatest power in the world is through this energy. Zhaa is a spark that has been given and it is in our heart that Creator shoots a light from the sky that comes to us and hits us in our eyes and hits our heart. And it shoots down into the ground and shoots back up, back and forth constantly. And that spark of life walks and journeys here on earth with the power and knowledge of earth and sky. That’s how we fit into this world, through love. That’s what love is, love is to love everything that has a spark of life inside of it. All of life is precious.

This understanding of the “love of creation” as warmth is further understood through the many terms that utilize the stem zaag-. One particular example is the concept zaagimaa. This concept has various interpretations but the principle understanding of the term is translated as sacred or as a reference to all of creation. This understanding is exemplified in the terms zaagimaa-inakonigewin, the concept of natural law and zaagimaa-manidoo, another term for the creator but also a term that is used for the

---

126. Culture and Traditions, supra note 103; see also Kading, Gonzales, Herman, Gonzalez & Walls, supra note 101.
130. See Borrows, supra note 11.
131. The etymology of the term zaagimaa is embedded in name of my wife, zaagimaakwe (saagimaakwe as the name was given to her) and the associated story and teachings associated with her name.
The sun, through its release of light, heat, and energy provides warmth and life-giving energy as an act of “love of creation.”

Another example of an act of “love of creation” is contained in the concept zaagajiwe, which means to come out, or emerge over a hill. This concept is derived from the stems zaag-, which means to treasure, to love, -ajiw which means mountain or hill, and -e, which is an incorporating term. The idea of zaag- as an act of love can be explained through the etymology of the term zaagajiwe. The story that relates to this term is that one evening a turtle was cresting a hill. The moon noticed this little creature, and for thirteen nights out of an act of love and kindness, the moon came down and kissed the turtle’s back. As an acknowledgment of this encounter, the turtle was given the thirteen plates on its back as well as the establishment of the thirteen moons of the Anishinaabe calendar.

The principle of reciprocity or mutuality is a core tenet of the concept of zaagi’idiwin, through the use of the stem -idi, which is a reciprocal term. The understanding of this principle is that the act of love is reciprocal, in that it is mutually shared by all parties engaged in the act. This concept is understood by the story of the Council of the Animal Nations. In this story, the Animal Nation is called to a great council to identify how they will provide for the Anishinaabe. Lee Staples explains:

Ishke ingiw nitam gaa-nakodangig wii-naadamawaawaad inow Anishinaaben ishkweyaang gaa-ayaanijin I’iwapii gii-moonenimind a’aw Anishinaabe ezhigidaagaagizid i’iw bimaadiziwin. It was the animals that first came forward and agreed to help the Anishinaabe when they realized how pitiful the Anishinaabe were.

The theme that transcends this story is how the animals love us and will provide for us as long as we reciprocally extend our love and respect to them. Lee Staples details this understanding as follows:

Geget a’aw Anishinaabe omanaajitoon gakina gegoo wenjida i’iw gaa-miinigoowiziyang ge-inanjigeyang anishinaabewiyang. The Anishinaabe treats

134. The etymology of the term zaagajiwe is embedded in name of my daughter, saagachiiwegabawik as the name was given to her and the associated story and teachings associated with her name.
135. Ojibwe People’s Dictionary, supra note 127.
136. Simpson, supra note 106.
137. Jones, supra note 122; Johnston, supra note 59, at 59–79.
everything respectfully especially the foods we were given to eat as Anishinaabe.140

As expressed in this excerpt, the relationship with the Animal Nations is based upon mutual love, respect, and kindness. As the Anishinaabe engage in the act of love and respect, the act is reciprocated and likewise provided by the Animal Nations to the Anishinaabe by providing of themselves so we can be well and live a good life.141

According to Lee Staples, the notion of love is also expressed through the term zhawenim, which means to bless, pity, show loving-kindness, unconditional love, mercy, and compassion for a person.142 The term zhawenim is derived from the root terms zhaw-, which means to pity, bless, and the term -enim, which means an act by thought on someone, to feel about someone.143 He also utilizes the term zhawenindiwag, which means they bless and pity each other, they have mercy and compassion for each other, and they show loving-kindness and unconditional love for each other.144 The concept zhawenindiwag is derived from the same term zhawenim and the reciprocal term -idi.145 This act of reciprocal love is further expressed by the term zhawenjige (zhawenim izhichtege), which means “you will be pitied, or have mercy placed upon you in your actions and what you are doing.”146 John Borrows explains:

The idea behind this word is that when we acknowledge our relations with the world, and our responsibilities to each other, then we will all be blessed or find love and compassion. We will be nourished, sustained and taken care of. The idea of zhawenjige is said to be part of an old treaty the Anishinaabe made with the animals. As long as we love them they will provide for us and teach us about love and how to live well in the world.147

This principle has been further expressed using the concept gaa-izhizhawendaagoziyang, which John Borrows explains the term’s literal meaning as follows “compassion for another in one’s thoughts and mind. It has a connotation of bestowing kindness, mercy, and aid. It includes ideas of pity, empathy, and deep unconditional love.”148

140. Staples & Gonzalez, supra note 139.
141. Jones, supra note 122 (explaining that “[m]ii imaa, mii iye bezhig ge-niin ge-izhi-waa-wijii’ag aw anishinaabe ji-onji- . . . ji-onji-mino-ayaad ji-onji-mino-binaadizid. This is one way that I too can help the Anishinaabe so that they will be well and have a good life”).
143. OJIBWE PEOPLE’S DICTIONARY, supra note 142.
145. OJIBWE PEOPLE’S DICTIONARY, supra note 144.
146. Borrows, supra note 11, at 40.
147. Id.
148. Id.; see also WENDY MAKOONS GENIUSZ, OUR KNOWLEDGE IS NOT PRIMITIVE: DECOLONIZING BOTANICAL ANISHINAABE TEACHINGS 67 (2009).
C. Respect

For the Anishinaabe, the idea of achieving respect in life is contained in the concept *manaadendamowin*. This term is defined to mean that an individual thinks about it in a respectful manner. This concept is derived from the term *manaad-* , which means spare, respect, honor, and the term *-inendam*, which is further broken down with the following stems of *in-* , which means thus, in a certain direction, in a certain manner, and *-end-* , which means to act by thought on it, perceive it by thought, to feel in the mind. Literally, *manaadendamowin* means to act in a certain manner with thoughts of respect and honor upon it, to act in a certain manner with the perception of respectful thoughts upon it, and act in a certain manner with the feeling of respect in the mind.

The principle of reciprocity or mutuality is a core tenet of the concept of *manaaji’idiwin*, which is defined as they respect each other. This concept is derived from the terms *manaad-* , which means spare, respect, honor; the term which means causes a person to act; and the stem *-idi*, which is a reciprocal term. The understanding of this principle is that the act of respect is reciprocal, in that it is mutually shared by all parties engaged in the act.

The concept of respecting all of creation and thus achieving respect in life is explained by Lee Staples:

> We are taught that each and every one of us would not exist on this Earth without a power or spirit watching over us. We are told to be mindful of this and to treat each other respectfully, because to do damage to another person would be comparable to doing direct damage to the power or spirit watching over that person . . . I encourage other Anishinaabe and all people to acknowledge and offer their respect to the powers in the environment and the universe while doing their very best to treat others with the utmost respect. Doing this as often as possible on a daily basis can only bring a peaceful feeling to your spirit.

149. *Culture and Traditions*, supra note 103; see also Kading, Gonzales, Herman, Gonzalez & Walls, supra note 101.


155. *Staples*, supra note 142.
The notion of achieving respect in life is ultimately achieved when we embody the concept of respecting all of creation. As Mark Ruml explained, “Respect is at its greatest when we live it. When we live it, and I stress this very, very strongly, is to know all of these Seven Teachings, is to be all the Seven Teachings all at once in balance with ourselves.”

D. Bravery

For the Anishinaabe, the idea of achieving bravery and courage in life is contained in the concept *aakwaade’ewin*. This term is defined to mean that the individual is intense of heart, fierce of heart. This concept is derived from the term *aakw*-, which means intense, fierce, and the term *-aad*, which means being or life, character or nature; *-de’,* which means heart, and *-e*, which is an incorporating term. Literally, *aakwaade’ewin* means to engage life from the heart in an intense manner, to live life from the heart with a fierce character and exhibit an intense nature of being from the heart.

The notion of living life with bravery and courage in life has also been expressed through the additional term of *zoongide’ewin*. The term is defined to mean that a person is brave of heart, courageous of heart. The term is derived from the term *zoong*-, which means strong, firm and the term *-de’,* which means heart, and *-e*, which is an incorporating term. Literally, *zoongide’ewin* means to engage life from the heart in a strong manner, to live life from the heart with a firm character and exhibit a strong nature of being from the heart.

The concept of living life with a strong, intense, and fierce character from the heart thereby achieving bravery and courage in life is explained by Mark Ruml:

So every time your heart beats it contracts it receives all these messages and vibes that are throughout the world. And you also give every time it beats

---

156. Ruml, supra note 129, at 165.
157. Culture and Traditions, supra note 103; see also Kading, Gonzales, Herman, Gonzalez & Walls, supra note 101.
161. Id.
and extracts outwards it gives off a feeling as well so that other hearts, and each heart, whether it’s an animal, a fish, a bird, understands this and knows this for true what it really is and how we can speak universally without having to say a word to one another, we can understand each other. That’s simply putting it.

As the Anishinaabe engage life from the heart, we are exuding our firm character and exhibiting our strong nature of being thereby exemplifying the principles of living life with bravery and courage.

E. Honesty

For the Anishinaabe, the idea of achieving honesty in life is contained in the concept *gwayakwaadiziwin*.163 This term is defined to mean that the individual is a good person, that the person leads a good life, that the person has a good character, and that the person is honest.164 This concept is derived from the term *gwayakw-* , which means straight, correct, and the term -aadizi, which is derived from the term *bimaadizi*, which is further broken down with the following stems: *bim-* , which means along in space or time, -aad- , which means of being or life, character or nature, and -izi, which means s/he is in a state or condition.165 Literally, *gwayakwaadiziwin* means to live life in a correct manner, to live with a correct character, and to exhibit a correct nature.

The notion of honesty has also been expressed through the additional terms of *gwayakobimaadiziwin* and *gwayakochigewin*. The term *gwayakobimaadiziwin* is essential the same term as *gwayakwaadiziwin* and is derived from the same root terms.166 The concept *gwayakochigewin* is also defined as accountability. The term is derived from the term *gwayakw-* , which means straight, correct, and the term -chige, which is derived from the term *izhichige*, which means a certain way of doing something, an activity, a deed.167 Literally, the term *gwayakochigewin* means to act in a correct manner or to do things in a correct manner.

To be honest is to live your truth, your dream. Campbell Papequash explains the origins of this teaching as part of the Anishinaabe creation story as follows: “As Last of all, He made Man. Though last in the order of

---

163. *Culture and Traditions*, supra note 103; see also Kading, Gonzales, Herman, Gonzalez & Walls, *supra* note 101.
166. *Ojibwe People’s Dictionary*, *supra* note 164.
creation, least in the order of dependence, and weakest in bodily powers,
Man had the greatest gift: the power to dream.”168 To seek your dream and
to live your dream is to live your truth according to the principles of An-
ishinaabe law. This idea is explained in the concept *Ando-bawaajigen*.169
This concept is composed of the terms *ando*, which is derived from the
stem *nandw*-, which means to seek, and *bawaajige*, which means to dream,
and is further broken down with the following stems of *bawaad*-, which is
derived from *bawaadan* (which means to dream of it), and -*ge*, which
means to act.170 Leanne Simpson explained the principle of seeking your
dream as a means of acquiring truth through knowledge as follows:

The process in which Gzhwe Manidoo created the world is the process by
which Nishnaabeg people come to know. Coming to know is a mirroring or
a re-enactment process where we understand Nishnaabeg epistemology to
be concerned with embodied knowledge animated, collectively, and lived
out in a way in which our reality, nationhood and existence is continually
reborn through both time and space. This requires a union of both emotional
knowledge and intellectual knowledge in a profoundly personal and intimate
spiritual context. Coming to know is an intimate process, the unfolding of
relationship with the spiritual world. Coming to know also requires com-
plex, committed, consensual engagement. Relationships within
Nishnaabewin are based upon the consent – the informed (honest) consent –
of all beings involved.171

As a person strives to achieve honesty in life, by living their truth, they are
then accountable to themselves, to their clan, to their additional relatives
(expanded kinship network), to their Band, to the Nation, and to all of crea-
tion.

**F. Humility**

For the Anishinaabe, the idea of achieving humility in life is contained
in the concept *dabaaadendiiziwin*.172 The idea of humility in life has also
been expressed as *dabasenindizowin*.173 These concepts are derived from

---

168. WALDRAM, supra note 59, at 83–85; see also JOHNSTON, supra note 59, at 12.

169. TOBASONAKWUT KINEW, LET THEM BURN THE SKY: OVERCOMING REPRESSION OF THE SACRED
USES OF ANISHINAABE LANDS, IN SACRED LANDS: ABORIGINAL WORLD VIEWS, CLAIMS, AND CONFLICTS
33–34 (Camille Callison, Loriene Roy & Gretchen Alice LeCheminant eds., 2016) (“Seek your dream,
live your dream, understand your dream, and move forward with your dream.”).

170. *Nandw*-, OJIBWE PEOPLE’S DICTIONARY, https://perma.cc/33U7-LZ7S (last visited May 10,
2021); *Bawaajige*, OJIBWE PEOPLE’S DICTIONARY, https://perma.cc/29B2-6LGG (last visited May 10,
2021); *Bawaadan*, OJIBWE PEOPLE’S DICTIONARY, https://perma.cc/N8YY-SC3P (last visited May 10,


172. Culture and Traditions, supra note 103; see also Kading, Gonzales, Herman, Gonzalez &
Walls, supra note 101.

173. COURCHENE, supra note 42, at 43.
the same root terms dabasend- and -izi.174 The initial term dabasend- is a stem of dabasendan, which means to hold it in low regard and is further broken down by dabas-, which means low, and -end, which means to act by thought in it, to perceive it by thought, and to feel in mind.175 The term -izi means s/he is in a state or condition.176 Literally, dabasenindizowin means to act according to the state or condition of thought, mind, and perception in a low regard.

This term is utilized to express the understanding that an individual is a single part of creation and that they are dependent upon all of creation to survive.177 Campbell Papequash explains this notion as part of the Anishinaabe creation story as follows:

There are four orders in creation: the physical world, the plant world, the animal world, and the human world. All four parts are so intertwined, and they make up life and one whole existence. With less than the four orders, life and being are incomplete and unintelligible. No one portion is self-sufficient or complete . . . each component of creation derives its meaning from and fulfils its function and purpose within the context of the whole creation. It is only by the relationship of the four orders that the world has sense and meaning. Without animals and plants, Man would have no meaning . . . Man must seek guidance outside himself.178

Through this narrative, the Anishinaabe are able to understand the principle of humility as Anishinaabe law. As explained by Darren Courchene, “to know humility is to know that there is a Great Spirit and he is the creator of all life, and therefore he directs all life.”179

The understanding that an individual is a single part of creation and is dependent upon all of creation to survive as an expression of humility was described by Lee Staples as follows:

If we take a look at Anishinaabe life as it was years ago, we can see that the Anishinaabe were given a built-in daily spiritual program. For their dwellings, they had wigwams. Spirituality played an important role in the construction of these wigwams. As the people picked the small trees such as ironwood to use as rafters for the outline of these wigwams, they stopped to acknowledge the spirit or power within those trees. They offered their tobacco and gratitude for the availability of these trees to be used in this way. If it was birchbark they decided to use as covering for the wigwam, again

177. Waldram, supra note 59, at 83–85; see also Johnston, supra note 59, at 12.
178. Waldram, supra note 59, at 83–85; see also Johnston, supra note 59, at 12.
179. Courchene, supra note 42, at 43–44 (explaining that “[t]he Anishinaabe was always to act in humility; one was to always think about their family, their fellow man, and their community before they thought of themselves.”).
they acknowledged a power greater than themselves – that of a birch tree. For a siding to the wigwam, if it was the broad leaf reeds that they wanted to use, an offering would go to the spirit within the lake from which these reeds were gathered. For the bulrushes used as mats in these wigwams, again they did their offering . . . The list could go on and on pointing to the many times the Anishinaabe acknowledged those powers greater than themselves. They did so as they gathered the food to feed themselves and others in the community, as they gathered the medicinal herbs, and as they went about their seasonal activities of the wild rice harvest, tapping trees for the maple syrup, and berry picking.180

Through this example, the Anishinaabe are able to understand the principle of humility as an act of kindness or generosity.

The notion of generosity, as an extension of humility, has been expressed through the concept of gizhewaadiziwin.181 The term is derived from the term gizhew-, which means kind, and the term -aadizi, which is derived from the term bimaadizi, which is further broken down with the following stems: bim-, which means along in space or time, -aad-, which means of being or life, character or nature, and -izi, which means s/he is in a state or condition.182 Literally, the term gizhewaadiziwin means to act in a kind manner, or to do things in a kind manner.

G. Truth

For the Anishinaabe, the idea of obtaining truth in life is contained in the concept debwewin.183 This concept is derived from the root term debwe, which means truth, and is further broken down by the stems deb-, which means enough, adequate, and -we, which means to act.184 Another suggestion is that the root term debwe derived from -de (which is in turn derived from the term ode’, which means heart) and -bwe, which means the echoing of it.185 This refers to the sound of the echoing of the heart. Mark Ruml explains this interpretation as follows: “truth can be known and detected

---

180. STAPLES, supra note 142, at 1–2.
183. Debwewin, Ojibwe People’s Dictionary, https://perma.cc/5NC2-ARX5 (last visited May 10, 2021); Culture and Traditions, supra note 103; see also Kading, Gonzales, Herman, Gonzalez & Walls, supra note 101.
185. Ruml, supra note 129, at 164; see also LEANNE SIMPSON, DANCING ON OUR TURTLE’S BACK: STORIES OF NISHNAABEG RE-CREATION, RESURGENCE AND A NEW EMERGENCE 17 (2011).
through the beat of the heart and through the voice of the person and how the person speaks. We are all like tuning forks all over this world and each and every one of us receive these vibrations and we also give vibrations, and this is how we can know the truth ultimately.”186

In order to find truth, the Anishinaabe were provided a way of gaining insight from the manidoog, the spirits.187 When the Anishinaabe wanted to know something, to learn things, we were instructed to use our tobacco, to use our songs, and use our ceremonial bundles (items). This concept is recognized as gikendamaazod.188 This concept is derived from the root term gikendam, which means for a person to know or have knowledge, and the root term -zo, which is a reflexive term.189 The term gikendam is further broken down between gik-, which means to know, and -end, which means to act by thought on it, to perceive by thought on it, and to feel in the mind.190 This term describes the way our ancestors learned things from the spirits and acquired truth.

The principles of truth are inherently incorporated into Anishinaabe forms of reaching consensus on important decisions. Pursuant to Anishinaabe governance, each representative that possesses the responsibility to make a decision on behalf of their constituents is allowed the ability to make an informed decision based upon their ability to gain their own insight on the matter, often using the concepts embedded in gikendamaazod. Once this insight was obtained, the representative would share their “truth” on the matter. After each representative was able to share their position on a matter, each of the individual truths would merge to form the collective understanding, the collective truth, of the governing body.191

V. TRADITIONAL GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

For the Anishinaabe, we exist as a part of creation and the essence of this existence is to live in harmony with all of creation pursuant to the principle of mino-bimaadiziwin, as achieved through the implementation of the seven grandfather teachings or seven sacred laws of creation.192 These seven grandfather teachings are the bedrock principles through which An-

186. RUML, supra note 129, at 164; see also SIMPSON, supra note 185.
187. OJIBWE PEOPLE’S DICTIONARY, supra note 38.
188. KINEW, supra note 37.
190. OJIBWE PEOPLE’S DICTIONARY, supra note 181.
191. SIMPSON, supra note 185, at 58; SIMPSON, supra note 106.
192. KELLY TRANSCRIPT, supra note 75.
ishinaabe culture is formed and Anishinaabe-inaakonigewin (Anishinaabe law) is then developed.

For the Anishinaabe, the idea of Anishinaabe culture is contained in the concept Anishinaabe-izhitwaawin. The concept of izhitwaawin is defined as a certain way of belief, a religion, a culture. This term is derived from the root term izhitwaa, which is further broken down into in-, which means thus, in a certain direction, in a certain manner, and -twaa, which means belief, way of life. Through the existence and embodiment of Anishinaabe-izhitwaawin is the manifestation of Anishinaabe harmony and well-being.

The elements of Anishinaabe-izhitwaawin are implemented through kinship relationships. As Donald Auger explains, “the value of social harmony was instilled in an individual from birth and throughout his life by other members of the community, and in particular by members of his family and kinship group.” For the Anishinaabe, the idea of kinship relations is contained in the concept indinawemaaganidog. This concept is defined as all my relations. This term is derived from the root term inawemagan, which is defined as a relative, a kinsman and is further broken down into inawem-, which means to be related to a particular person(s), and -aagan, which is a nominalizer term. This concept reaches beyond our blood relatives and extends to all of our relatives in creation, both physical and spiritual. As Leroy Little Bear explains, “everything has a spirit, everything is capable of relating. In the Native view, all of creation is interrelated.”

Within the principle that we are related to all of creation is embedded the notion of reciprocity. This is evidenced by the term inawendiwag, which means they are related to each other. This term is derived from the following stems: inawem-, which means to be related to a particular person(s),

---

198. Id.
200. Little Bear, supra note 64.
and -idi, which is a reciprocal term. The understanding of this principle is that the act of relating is reciprocal in that it is mutually shared by all parties engaged in the act. As Leanne Simpson explains, “Anishinaabe existence is ultimately dependent upon intimate relationships of reciprocity, humility, honesty and respect with all elements of creation, including plants and animals.” Dennis Whitebird explains our reciprocal kinship relationship with all of creation as follows:

The land provided all our basic necessities, and one of the teachings was to live in harmony with nature. That’s the sacredness of this land. We have a relationship that directly connects us to this land because we came from there. It is our responsibility to respect that land. When we talk about this relationship we mean with our Father, our Mother Earth, our Grandfather Sun, our Grandmother Moon, as well as our brothers and sisters being the animals and the birds and the fish. That is our relationship, that is sacredness, because in our teachings we are taught to respect one another, we are taught to respect ourselves.

Through this narrative, the Anishinaabe understand our reciprocal kinship relationship with all of creation, as we lived in harmony with nature.

An important kinship relationship for the Anishinaabe was the concept niiyawen’enh. This concept is defined as namesake. This term is derived from the root term niiyaw-, which is defined as my body. As Anton Treuer explains,

When someone gave a name, the name giver gave part of his or her spiritual essence and put it into the body of the name recipient, making them spiritually related for life. The name giver then functioned as a spiritually connected family member blessed with the same dream or vision that informed the given name. The term niiyawen’enh is used reciprocally and is shortened in some communities to just wen’enh, but still retaining the cultural and spiritual value.

Another important kinship relationship for the Anishinaabe was the concept bami’aagan. This concept is defined as the adopted one.
term is derived from the root term *bami’*, which is defined as to provide for, to nurture, to look after, to support, and to adopt. Adoption is a traditional practice which acknowledges a person as having established a permanent kinship relationship such as parent/child, brother/sister, or grandparent/grandchild, with someone other than the person’s blood relative. It is a fundamental Anishinaabe belief that all relatives of the various communities are the sacred responsibility of the Nation.

One way that the Anishinaabe strived to live in harmony with all of creation as relatives was through their established systems of governance. How we interacted with nature, based upon our kinship principles, directly mirrored and informed how we interacted with each other. For the Anishinaabe, our traditional governance structure existed through the *doodem* (clan) system. The concept *doodem* is defined as clan, totem. This term is derived from *-de*, which is derived from the term *ode’,* (which means heart) and *-doodoosh*, which means breast and connotates from where one gets their sustenance. Literally, the term *doodem* defines from whence we get our spiritual sustenance, our spiritual existence. As Anton Treuer explains,

> Among the Ojibwe, clans defined the core of one’s spiritual essence. Just as *ode* was the heart of one’s physical being, *doodem* was the heart of one’s metaphysical being . . . The clan is the center of spiritual identity.

The *doodem* (clan) system establishes reciprocal spiritual and kinship obligations amongst each other in acknowledgment of our obligations as established in the Treaty with Creation as implemented through the “Great Laws...”
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of Nature.”222 This relationship was strengthened by zaagi’idiwin, the mutual love that we have with each other through our “love of creation.”223

As explained previously, our stories commonly acknowledge animals as teachers and guides of the Anishinaabe. They taught us many valuable lessons associated with our environment. Through the origin stories of the doodem (clan) system, the animals created a relationship with the Anishinaabe, and through this relationship they took responsibility for our actions and taught us lessons about the earth and all of creation.224

Long before humans existed on this Earth, the Elders say, the Creator spoke with the animals and asked them to help the first people as they began their journey to this earth. The first people were pitiful creatures, who were reliant on the animals to survive. Not only did the animals help the people survive, they taught them to live in harmony and balance with all of creation. The animals taught them how to maintain order among the people, and how to govern within an equitable social and political structure.225

The Animal Nations committed to teach us how to love and live through them and established a very close relationship between the people and our relatives.226 As such, the doodem (clan) system was pivotal in structuring “religious, social, and political life.”227

The doodem is a form of kinship relation for the Anishinaabe.228 Doodem identity was passed through the father. Members of the same doodem, no matter how many miles apart, are one’s brothers and sisters and are expected to extend hospitality, food, and lodging to each other.229 Since Anishinaabe people belong to a tribe (band) and to the Anishinaabe Nation, doodem relationships help unite the various Ojibwe tribes as one nation through recognition of the principle that wherever we travel within Anishinaabe-akiing (our traditional territories),230 there is always a place for

222. Johnston, supra note 59, at 59–79.  
223. RuMl, supra note 129, at 164.  
224. See Johnston, supra note 59, at 59–79; Jones, supra note 122.  
226. Treuer, supra note 49; see also Johnston, supra note 59, at 59–79; Jones, supra note 122.  
227. Treuer, supra note 49.  
228. See Christopher Versey, Traditional Ojibway Religion and Its Historical Changes 78 (1983); John Tanner, Captivity of John Tanner 314 (1994) (explaining that “[t]he totem was given . . . at the time of creation and was used as a way to distinguish relationships and lack of relationships”).  
229. J. G. E. Smith, Leadership Among the Southwestern Ojibwa 15 (1973) (explaining that “[t]he long-term integration of neighboring bands by providing identity, hospitality in distant areas, cooperation in warfare and the hunt and the transmission of chieftainship contributed to social cohesion and order”).  
us and an attached reciprocal responsibility for all of us through the clan system.\textsuperscript{231} As Patricia McGuire explained,

The clans helped to establish relationships between various bands, enabled inter-community cooperation and political coordination as well as the advancement of the leadership. Clans helped regulate societies. Societal life for the Anishinaabe was based upon both the demarcation and connective relationships between clans. This contributed to the overall social organization and governance of the Anishinaabe. Clans functioned at the individual and communal levels.\textsuperscript{232}

The \textit{doodem} (clan) system uses various animals as symbols for the clans.\textsuperscript{233} The animals’ characteristics provide an identity and define roles and responsibilities for members of each \textit{doodem} including the following functions of traditional Anishinaabe society: leadership, defense, hunting, learning, and medicine.\textsuperscript{234} Basil Johnston explains that the term \textit{doodem} therefore describes “action and duty serving as inspiration” for governance.\textsuperscript{235} It is through the \textit{doodem} (clan) system, that we learned how to actualize the seven grandfather teachings and achieve \textit{mino-bimaadiziwin} through our traditional governance structure.\textsuperscript{236}

In the implementation of our traditional governance structure, each of the clans selected \textit{ogimaag} to implement the Bands governance system and to represent the interests of the clan at the national council.\textsuperscript{237} The concept \textit{ogimaag} is defined as a leader(s), a boss(es), and a chief(s).\textsuperscript{238} As Benjamin Ramirez-shkwegnaabi explains,

Anishinaabeg \textit{ogimaag} (leaders) were men and women who excelled in areas such as warfare, medicine, hunting, or singing. They did not lead by force or authority (in the European sense), but rather secured their power through service to their communities. There were two main categories of \textit{ogimaag}: war chiefs and civil leaders. War chiefs were typically young warriors, of lower rank than civil chiefs, who had proved their leadership in war. Ideally they supported the civil \textit{ogimaag} and asserted their authority only in times of conflict. Civil leaders (by the nineteenth century this was often a hereditary rank) had a responsibility to provide for the welfare of their people, much as parents had responsibility for their children. “He was a father to his people; they looked on him as children do to a parent; and his
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lightest wish was immediately performed,” said a principal warrior of Curly Head, a Mississippi Ojibwe civil chief whose relationship with his people was based on ensuring their well-being: “His lodge was ever full of meat, to which the hungry and destitute were ever welcome. The traders vied with one another [over] who should treat him best, and the presents which he received at their hands he always distributed to his people without reserve. When he had plenty, his people wanted not.”

As identified in this passage, the concept ogimaa literally means to recognize those for whom I am responsible. As a result, the traditional form of governance for the Anishinaabe is defined by the concept gaa-ezhi-ogimaawadizid. This term is derived from the following terms: gaa-, which is defined as a relative tense; ezhi-, which is a form of the relative preverb izhi- that means thus, in a certain way; ogimaa, which means chief, to recognize those I am responsible for; -aad-, which means of being or life, character or nature; and -izi, which means s/he is in a state or condition. Literally, the concept of traditional governance, or sovereignty, is defined as to act in a way that recognizes those I am responsible for.

In the Anishinaabe’s traditional governance structure, ceremonies were integral in the governance process. Ceremonies provided context to Anishinaabe-inakonigewin (Anishinaabe law) pursuant to the principle of mino-bimaadiziwin, as achieved through the implementation of the seven grandfather teachings, by infusing the governance process with life energy and spirit. This principle is evident in the concept zagaswe’idiwin. The concept of zagaswe’idiwin is defined as council, a council meeting. This term is derived from the root term zagaswe’idi, which is further broken down with the following stems: zagaswe-, which means smoke (tobacco); -‘, which means to cause someone to be or to act; and -idi, which is a recip-
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rocal term.248 Literally, the concept of zagaswe’idiwin is defined as the mutual act of giving a smoke to someone, the mutual act of sharing a smoke with someone (especially a pipe in ceremony), and the mutual act of inviting someone to a council.249 As explained by Anton Treuer, “this is because the pipe was central to Ojibwe governance.”250 Through the engagement of ceremony the participants were establishing a reciprocal spiritual relationship, as this relationship transcended the physical realm and became recognized within the spiritual realm.251 Therefore, all governance decisions that were made during ceremony were considered sacred and binding.252

VI. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF TRADITIONAL LAW PRINCIPLES

The decisions and opinions of tribal courts, as explained by Frank Pommersheim, “need to contain both compelling legal analysis and cultural referents to demonstrate that the decisions comport with both applicable law and cultural standards.”253 The following customary law holding of the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians Court of Appeals will be analyzed to provide insight into how the complex principles identified in this Article can be utilized by Anishinaabe tribal courts and tribal councils as “primary rules” in the development and furtherance of Anishinaabe Jurisprudence. As Matthew Fletcher explained, “identifying primary rules as the method of identifying customary law offers the advantage of allowing tribal courts to bring customary law into the modern era without creating additional confusion as to its application.”254

249. TREUER, supra note 49, at 34.
250. Id.
251. FLOCKEN, supra note 92, at 31; see also Gross, supra note 93, at 18; HALLOWELL, supra note 93, at 171.
253. Frank Pommersheim, Tribal Court Jurisprudence: A Snapshot from the Field, 21 VT. L. REV. 7, 8–16 (1996). See also Hopi Indian Credit Ass’n v. Thomas, 1996 Hopi App. LEXIS 2, at *5–6 (Mar. 29, 1996) (stating that “[t]he customs, traditions, and culture of the Hopi Tribe deserve great respect in tribal courts, the essence of our Hopi law, as practiced, remains distinctly Hopi. The Hopi Tribe has a constitution, ordinances and resolutions, but those Western forms of law codify the customs, traditions and culture of the Hopi Tribe, which are the essential sources of our jurisprudence . . . The trial court must apply this important source of law [Hopi customs, traditions and culture] when it is relevant.”).
254. MATHEW L.M. FLETCHER, AMERICAN INDIAN TRIBAL LAW 98 (2d ed., 2020); see also VINE DELORIA JR. & CLIFFORD M. LYTLE, AMERICAN INDIANS, AMERICAN JUSTICE 149 (1983) (stating that
The Little River Band of Ottawa Indians Court of Appeals, in the *People of the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians v. Champagne*,\(^\text{255}\) relied upon the Anishinaabe traditional story often referred to as the “Duck Dinner” as persuasive authority in addressing the issue of attempted fraud.\(^\text{256}\) The court summarized this story as follows:

There are many, many versions of this story, but in most versions, Nanabozho\(^\text{257}\) is hungry, as usual. After a series of failures in convincing (tricking) the woodpecker and muskrat spirits into being meals, Nanabozho convinces (tricks) several ducks and kills them by decapitating them. He eats his fill, saves the rest for later, and takes a nap. He orders his buttocks to wake him if anyone comes along threatening to steal the rest of his duck dinner. During the night, men approach. Nanabozho’s buttocks warn him twice: “Wake up, Nanabozho. Men are coming.”\(^\text{258}\) Nanabozho ignores his buttocks and continues to sleep. When he awakens to find the remainder of his food stolen, he is angry. But he does not blame himself. Instead, he builds up his fire and burns his buttocks as punishment for their failure to warn him.\(^\text{259}\)

\(^\text{255}\) Id. at 6004; see also Archie Mosay, *Wenabozho Gaa-kiizhkigwehinaad Zhishiiban (When Wenabozho Decapitated the Ducks)*, in *LIVING OUR LANGUAGE: OJIBWE TALES & ORAL HISTORY* 28–33 (Anton Treuer ed., 2001). The full-length version of this story is provided at the end of this article.

\(^\text{256}\) Id; see also Mosay, supra note 256, at 28–33. The full-length version of this story is provided at the end of this article.

\(^\text{257}\) Nanabozho, is the “name of the aadizookaan character viewed as the cultural hero” of the Anishinaabe. He is called by many names including: Wenabozho, Wenaboozhoo, Nanabozho, Wenaboozhoo, Nanabozho, Nanabush, and Nanaboozhoo to name a few. *See Wenabozho, Ojibwe People’s Dictionary*, https://perma.cc/Q9WQ-JFK8 (last visited May 10, 2021).


\(^\text{259}\) Id; see also Mosay, supra note 256, at 28–33.
This story exemplifies our existence as a part of creation, as embodied in the principles of Anishinaabe-inakonigewin, to achieve harmony in life as expressed by the term mino-bimaadiziwin through the gift of culture.

260. See KINOW, supra note 37; KELLY TRANSCRIPT, supra note 75. The principle of Anishinaabe-inakonigewin, law that is woven into our aadizookaanan, traditional stories and Anishinaabe-izhitwaawin, culture through the language, was utilized by the Navajo Nation Supreme Court in Tsosie v. Deschene, 12 Am. Tribal Law 55 (Navajo 2014). The Navajo Nation Supreme Court addressed a due process challenge involving whether the Nation can require candidates nominated for presidential office to speak fluently and understand the Navajo language. The court determined that the law, requiring candidates nominated for presidential office to speak fluently and understand the Navajo language, was enacted to “preserve, protect, and promote self-determination, for which the language is essential,” and therefore held that the regulation was a reasonable requirement for participation in the Nation’s political system. Tsosie, 12 Am. Tribal Law at 61. The court reasoned:

While the right or privilege of placing one’s name in nomination for public elective office is a part of political liberty, thus making it a due process right, that liberty may be restricted by statute. Any such restriction must be reasonable and forward some important governmental interest. . . In this society, this court has the obligation to interpret Navajo law and enforce Navajo law. When we carry out that responsibility, that responsibility is not limited to an interpretation of statutory laws – those laws made by human beings to regulate other human beings in society. We consider ancient laws also. The ancient laws of the Holy People take precedence because they are sacred laws that we were placed here with. . . The value system – the law of the Navajo people – is embedded in the language. Id. at 61–63.

The principle embodying the requirement to speak and understand language as utilized by the Navajo Nation Supreme Court can be expressed through the concept of anishinaabemowin, the Ojibwe language. The Ojibwe language connects us with the past, contributes meaning to our existence, and embodies our philosophy. The principle of Anishinaabe-inakonigewin, law was also utilized by the Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska Supreme Court in Rave v. Reynolds, 23 Indian L. Rep. 6150 (Winnebago Tribe of Neb. 1996). The Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska Supreme Court addressed the appropriate standard of review to be applied to Tribally enacted nondiscriminatory restrictions on a candidate’s eligibility for election. In applying a sliding scale standard of review, thereby choosing intermediate scrutiny, the court held that tribal members and a Tribal member organization have standing to challenge the constitutionality of the rules for tribal elections under tribal law. Rave, 23 Indian L. Rep. 6150. The court reasoned as follows:

Tribal customs and usages, both traditional and evolving, will constitute tribal common law. . . The healing approach traditionally taken to resolve tribal disputes. The traditions of most Indian Tribes in the United States, including the Ho-Chunk people, part of whom compose the Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska, encouraged participatory and consensual resolution of disputes, maximizing the opportunity for airing grievances (i.e. hearing), participation, and resolution in the interests of healing the participants and preventing friction within the tribal community. . . Whatever tribal traditions previously controlled tribal council, clan or family disputes resolution in the mid-nineteenth century must, in the absence of express positive law on standing, affect this court’s resolution of the standing issue. Id. at 6157.

The notion of tribal customs and usages as utilized by the Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska Supreme Court is represented through the term onaakonigewin, law. Through the utilization of Anishinaabe law, as produced from its four categorical areas, courts, councils, and practitioners can affect the resolution of disputes, and achieve healing through the incorporation of anishinaabemowin, the language; aadizookaanan, traditional stories; dibaaajimowin, personal narratives; and izhitwaawin, Anishinaabe culture.

261. See generally Part III. The principle of mino-bimaadiziwin, living in a good way, was utilized by the Navajo Nation Supreme Court in Means v. District Court of the Chinle Judicial District, 2 Am. Tribal Law 439 (Navajo 1999). The Navajo Nation Supreme Court addressed the issue of personal jurisdiction over a non-member Indian. In this case the petitioner was charged with two battery offenses and a threatening behavior offense committed against kinship relatives. The court determined that the
This story further reminds us of how the helldiver was able to achieve nibwaakaawin through his understanding of the “ordinances of creation” by observing the actions of Wenabozho and identifying his plan to roast the ducks as reflected in the concept gikinawaabiwin.263 We are also instructed

Navajo Nation had jurisdiction over the petitioner as a nonmember Indian pursuant to the 1868 Treaty. The court also determined that the Navajo Nation had jurisdiction over the petitioner by him “assuming tribal relations and establishing familial and community relationships under Navajo common law.” Means, 2 Am. Tribal Law 439. The court reasserted its prior holding that a person who assumes tribal relations is considered an Indian pursuant to the classification of hadane (and not pursuant to their status as a non-member Indian as evidenced in this case), and as a result is fully subject to Navajo law. Id. (quoting Navajo Nation v. Hunter, 7 Navajo Rptr. 194, 197–98 (Navajo 1996)). The court reasoned as follows:

An individual who marries or has an intimate relationship with a Navajo is a hadane (in-law). The Navajo people have adoone’e or clans, and many of them are based upon the intermarriage or original Navajo clan members with people of other nations. The primary clan relation is traced through the mother, and some of the foreign nation” clans include the “Flat Foot-Pima clan,” the “Ute people clan,” the “Zuni clan,” the “Mexican clan,” and the “Mescalero Apache clan.” . . . The list of clans is not exhaustive. A hadane or in-law assumes a clan relation to a Navajo when an intimate relationship forms, and when that relationship is conducted within the Navajo Nation, there are reciprocal obligations to and from family and clan members under Navajo common law. Among those obligations is the duty to avoid threatening or assaulting a relative by marriage (or any other person). Id. at 450.

The principle embodying reciprocal relationships as utilized by the Navajo Nation Supreme Court can be expressed through the concept of inawendiwag, which means they are related to each other. The core tenet of this concept is the reciprocity or mutuality of the principle. As courts, councils, and practitioners implement the tenets of reciprocal relationships, it will recognize the tenet of Anishinaabe existence through the principles of mino-bimaadiziwin.

262. Mosay, supra note 256, at 28–33. The full-length version of this story is provided at the end of this article.

263. See generally Part IV(A). The principle of nibwaakaawin, wisdom expressed through the concept of embodying due process, was utilized by the Court of Appeals of the Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde Community in Alexander v. Conf’d Tribes of Grand Ronde, 13 Am. Tribal Law 353 (Cl. of App. of the Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde Cnty, 2016). The case involved a disenrollment challenge. The Court of Appeals addressed whether the tribal court system was a court of equity, and whether the court system could utilize equitable defenses, such as laches and estoppel, and apply them against the tribal government. In addressing the meaning of due process, the court reasoned that “an Indian Tribal Court’s interpretation of due process represents the unique tribal sovereign, its distinctive culture and mores.” Alexander, 13 Am. Tribal Law 353 (quoting Synowski v. Conf’d Tribes of Grand Ronde, 4. Am. Tribal Law 122, 125 n. 4 (Grand Ronde Ct. App. 2003). In applying this reasoning, the court held that “under the unique facts of this case . . . the Tribe is prevented by equitable principles of laches and estoppel from reopening, after 27 years, the issue of the enrollment status of the lineal (and lateral) ancestors from which the Petitioners/ Appellants trace their Grand Ronde citizenship.” Id. at 357. The court found the due process arguments of the Navajo Supreme Court persuasive relying on the following:

Clearly, Indian nations did not learn “due process” and “fairness” from Anglo-American cultures. See e.g., Begay v. Navajo Nation, 6 Nav. Rptr. 20, 24–25 (Navajo Nation Sup.Ct. 1988) (“The concept of due process was not brought to the Navajo Nation by the Indian Civil Rights Act . . . The Navajo people have an established custom”); Raymond D. Austin, Navajo Courts and Navajo Common Law: A Tradition of Tribal Self-Governance, 112 (2009) (“As the Court states, Navajo notions of due process are embedded in long-established customary practices and law ways. The Navajo Nation Supreme Court consistently declares
that we do not need to harvest natural resources in a deceptive way, rather the ducks, through the reciprocated act of zaagi’idiwin, will provide of

that the foundation for Navajo due process lies in traditional Navajo principles, practices, and values that define fairness, and not in Anglo–American concepts of fairness and fundamental rights.” We find persuasive the analysis of Raymond Austin, a Navajo Supreme Court justice from 1985–2001. He states that his Nation’s court system supports and preserves its ancient traditions and fundamental values. Raymond D. Austin, NAVAJO COURTS AND NAVAJO COMMON LAW: A TRADITION OF TRIBAL SELF–GOVERNANCE, xvii–xxiv, 18, 199–200 (2009). Significantly, he notes the Navajo legal principle of ch’ihoniti (which literally means the “way out”) to be an equitable legal principle. “In the legal context, the ‘way out’ custom would allow for application of the law tempered by considerations of fairness and justice that come from traditional Navajo ways of doing things.” He also notes that Navajo “doctrine can produce equitable decisions that conform to Navajo concepts of fairness and justice in modern litigation.” Id. at 357–58.

As courts implement the principles of nibwaa’aawin, which is truth, as embedded in the four categorical areas of onaaikonigewin, which is law, and Anishinaabe-izhiwaawin, which is Anishinaabe culture, they will be able to define and interpret the doctrine of due process. This is because the Anishinaabe achieve wisdom through their understanding of the “ordinances of creation.” WALDRAM, supra note 59, at 83–85. The tenets represented in the rhythm of the earth and all of creation, are utilized in our established systems of governance, and can be used to identify the principles of due process.

264. See generally Part IV(B). The principle of zaagi’idiwin, mutual love embodying how we carefully approach each other as individuals, was addressed by the Navajo Nation Supreme Court in Navajo Nation v. Rodriguez, 5 Am. Tribal Law 473 (Navajo 2004). The Navajo Nation Supreme Court held that the Navajo Bill of Rights, as interpreted consistent with the Fundamental Laws of the Diné, prohibited coerced confessions. Rodriguez, 5 Am. Tribal Law at 480. The court reasoned as follows:

Hazhó’ógo is not a man-made law, but rather a fundamental tenet informing us how we must approach each other as individuals. When discussions become heated, whether in a family setting, in a community meeting or between any people, it’s not uncommon for an elderly person to stand and say “hazhó’ógo, hazhó’ógo sha’ałchini” (hazhó’ógo my children). The intent is to remind those involved that they are Nohooká Diné’é (Earth Surface People – Human Beings), dealing with another Nohooká Diné’é, and that therefore patience and respect are due. When faced with important matters, it is inappropriate to rush to conclusion or to push a decision without explanation and consideration to those involved. Áadóó na’níle’dii dooda (delicate matters and things of importance must not be approached recklessly, carelessly, or with indifference to consequences). This is hazhó’ógo, and we see that this is an underlying principle in everyday dealings with relatives and other individuals, as well as an underlying principle in our governmental institutions. Modern court procedures and our other adopted ways are all intended to be conducted with hazhó’ógo in mind. Id. at 479–80.

As courts, councils, and practitioners attempt to carefully approach each other as individuals, through the concept of zaagi’idiwin, mutual love, they can ensure that the participants in the tribal court process treat each other through the principles embodied in the concept of the “love of creation” to strive for balance and harmony through the judicial process while acknowledging the principles of ayaangwaamizi, to proceed with an action carefully and cautiously. See Ayaangwaamizi, OHNNW PEOPLE’S DICTIONARY, https://perma.cc/R7VM-B85B (last visited May 10, 2021). The principle of zaagi’idiwin, mutual love, was also utilized by the Family Court of the Navajo Nation for the Judicial District of Chinle In the Matter of the Adoption of Davis, No. CH-FC-532-12 (Family Ct. of the Navajo Nation, Judicial Dist. of Chinle 2012). The Family Court addressed the issue of an adoption under Navajo common law. In re Davis, No. CH-FC-532-12. In addressing the merits, the court reasoned as follows:

Navajo common law adoption is based on expectations “that children are to be taken care of and that obligation is not simply one of the child’s parents.” It is common knowledge that “orphans of Navajo families or children of large families or broken homes are adopted by other family members or a family member of the same clan as the child . . . Navajo adoption is
themselves so we can be well and live a good life embodied in the “treaty with the animals” through the principles of ḣawenjigewin\textsuperscript{265} and gaaižihaawendaagoziyang.\textsuperscript{266} It is in this way that we are also reminded of the notion that achieving respect in life is ultimately achieved when we embody the concept of respecting all of creation as contained in the concept manaadendamowin.\textsuperscript{267}

based on need, mutual love and help . . . In the absence of a clan relative asserting their right to care for a child, a person who assumes the duties and responsibilities of a parent can effectuate a Navajo Common law Adoption. In this, the person must consider the child as shi awe (my child). Conversely, the child must consider the caretaker as shi ma’ (my mother) or shi she’ (my father) . . . An adoption in the truest sense requires the person to maintain a parent-child relationship through their entire lives. In a sense, despite the lack of clan relations, the person becomes a relative of the child and vice versa. Id.

The principles embodying adoption as utilized by the Family Court of the Navajo Nation for the Judicial District of Chinle, can be expressed through the concept of bami’aagan, the adopted one. As courts, councils, and practitioners implement the principles associated with traditional adoption practices, it is acknowledging a person as having established a permanent kinship relationship with someone other than the person’s blood relative in fulfillment of the sacred responsibility to take care of each other through zaagi’idiwin. 266

\textsuperscript{265}. See Borrows, supra note 11, at 40. The principle of ḣawenim, unconditional loving kindness and compassion, was utilized by the Non-Removable Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe Indians Court of Appeals in Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe Indians v. Williams, No. 11-APP 06 (Non-Removable Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe Indians Ct. of App. 2012), https://perma.cc/JF9D-6H3N. The Court of Appeals addressed the constitutionality of the Band’s Exclusion and Removal Ordinance as it applies to a Band member under the Band and Minnesota Chippewa Tribe Constitutions as well as whether the ordinance was valid under the Indian Civil Rights Act. The court, utilizing the importance of maintaining relationships rationale, held that a heightened standard of removal for Band members applies “because they possess unique interests in remaining on the Mille Lacs reservation that non-members may not possess.” Williams, No. 11-APP 06. The court remanded the matter back to the lower court to stay the removal petition at issue in this case until a revised Exclusion and Removal Ordinance could be enacted that addresses the issues raised in this matter. Id. The court emphasized the importance of kinship and community relationships as follows:

It could certainly impair a Band member’s right to exercise his “religion” if he is desirous of learning the traditional ways of the Anishinaabe and his access to the patrimony necessary for practicing these ways was defeated by his inability to come on to the reservation. The court also believes that a right of a person to live with his child and raise his child is that type of intimate relationship that many Courts have recognized as being within that core group of persons whom a person has a First Amendment right to live with and associate with . . . . Id. The principle embodying the importance of maintaining relationships as utilized by the Non-Removable Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe Indians Court of Appeals can be expressed through the concept of inawemaagan, a relative. As courts, councils, and practitioners recognize the principles of inawemaagan through the lens of the concept of ḣawenim, unconditional loving kindness and compassion, they will be able to interpret the tenets embodied in our mutual kinship responsibilities.

\textsuperscript{266}. Borrows, supra note 11, at 40; Geniusz, supra note 148. 267

\textsuperscript{267}. See generally Part IV(C). The principle of manaadendamowin, to act in a certain manner with thoughts of respect and honor upon it, to act in certain manner with the perception of respectful thoughts upon it, and act in certain manner with the feeling of respect in the mind, was utilized by the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribal Court of Appeals in Zephier v. Walters, No. 15A06 (Cheyenne River Sioux Tribal Ct. of App. 2017). The Cheyenne River Sioux Tribal Court of Appeals addressed a case involving a custody dispute where the parent with physical custody of the child resided in Hawai’i. During the summer, the child traveled to the Cheyenne River Indian Reservation to visit the other parent and that parent did not return the child. The Tribal court ordered a hearing without providing sufficient notice of
The act of the helldiver calling out to his fellow ducks, embodies the principles of achieving bravery and courage in life as contained in the concepts *aakwaade'ewin* and *zoongide'ewin*. These concepts are forever the purpose of the hearing to the parent living in Hawai’i. Zephier, No. 15A06. The court, in determining that reversible error occurred by failing to provide sufficient notice, reasoned as follows:

The guarantee of due process is embedded ... in Lakota tradition and custom. The essence of due process is governmental respect for all individuals subject to its authority. This respect is often translated pragmatically in legal proceedings to mean notice and the opportunity to be heard. *Id.*

The principle of *manaaji'idiwin*, they respect each other, was utilized by the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribal Court of Appeals, in High Elk v. Veit, 6 Am. Tribal Law 73 (Cheyenne River Sioux Tribal Ct. of App. 2006). The Cheyenne River Sioux Tribal Court of Appeals addressed the due process rights of a former lessee involving grazing rights payments. The court vacated the garnishment order at issue in this case as the order “constituted a departure from Lakota traditions of respect and honor, was contrary to law, and violated the guarantees of due process of law . . . .” *High Elk*, 6 Am. Tribal Law 73. The court reasoned:

Lakota tradition requires the respectful listening to the position of all interested persons on any important issue, the legal requirement of due process of law requires that all persons interested in a matter receive adequate written notice of any proceeding that would implicate their personal interests, including their property or, as here, rent payments contractually owed to them, that they be made parties to any case or judgment that would affect those interests, and that they have a full and fair opportunity to participate as a party in any hearing on such issues. *Id.*

The core tenet of this concept *manaaji'idiwin* is the reciprocity or mutuality of the principle. As courts, councils, and practitioners implement the tenets of mutual respect, the parties to an action will have the fair opportunity to fully participate and be heard on the issues.

268. *See generally* Part IV(D). The principle of *aakwaade'ewin*, to engage life from the heart in an intense manner, to live life from the heart with a fierce character and exhibit an intense nature of being from the heart, was utilized by the Navajo Nation Supreme Court in Green Tree Servicing, LLC v. Duncan, 7 Am. Tribal Law 633 (Navajo 2008) in addressing the issue of a binding arbitration clause involving the foreclosure of a tribal member’s home. In declining to enforce the binding arbitration clause, the court reasoned as follows:

The question is whether such an agreement [binding arbitration clause] is enforceable under Navajo law. Green Tree submits that under Navajo law words are sacred. This Court has upheld contracts if the language is clear, and the parties voluntarily entered into the agreement. However, despite the clarity of language, the Court has also stricken agreements if they violate Navajo public policy expressed in our statutory law or in *Diné bi beenahaz’áanii* . . . . There are also Fundamental Law principles that inform Navajo public policy on arbitration agreements in mobile home contracts. The Navajo maxim of *házhó'ógó* mandates “more than the mere provision of an English form stating certain rights . . . . and requires a patient, respectful discussion . . . . before a waiver is effective. *Házhó'ógó* requires a meaningful notice and explanation of a right before a waiver of that right is effective. *Házhó’ógó* is not man-made law, but rather a fundamental tenet informing us how we must approach each other as individuals . . . . Several other principles are relevant. In a recent case, the Court discussed the Navajo concept of *nabindheežldgo be t’áá lahjá ałgha’ deet’a*, which is, finality is established when all participants agree that all of the concerns or issues have been comprehensively resolved in the agreement. It is also said that in the process of “talking things out,” or meeting the Navajo common law procedural requirement that everything must be talked over, there is a requirement of * tłįshjáá idkomñil*, that is, making something clear or obvious. Navajo decision-making is practical and pragmatic, and the result of “talking things out” is a clear plan. When faced with important matters, it is inappropriate to rush to conclusion or to push a decision without explanation and consideration to those involved. *Áddóó na’iile’díi éí doodu*, that is, delicate matters and things of importance must not be approached recklessly, carelessly, or with indif-
reflected in how the helldiver is perceived today. Through the principle of *gikinoo’amaage* (*akinoomaage*)\textsuperscript{270} this story acknowledges the earth and all of creations ability to teach us, and for us to gain wisdom by paying attention and observing our surroundings. Every time we see him, we are reminded of how the helldiver engaged life from the heart, exuding firm character, and exhibiting a strong nature of exemplifying the principles of living life with bravery and courage as represented by his hunched back and red eyes.

\textsuperscript{270} See *BORROWS*, supra note 11, at 38.
This story further teaches us about honesty through living life in a correct manner, to live with a correct character and exhibit a correct nature as represented in the principle *gwayakwaadiziwin* and accountability through acting in a correct manner or doing things in a correct manner as represented in the principle *gwayakochigewin*.271 As Wenabozho was unable to achieve honesty in life, by living his truth in this story, we are informed that he was unable to consume the roasted ducks, as the Sioux came by and took them. In the end, because of his acts of dishonesty, Wenabozho lost his dinner and was still hungry.

This story also exemplifies the idea of achieving humility in life as contained in the concept *dabasenindizowin*272 as well as the notion of gen-

271. See generally Part IV(E). The principle of *gwayakwaadiziwin*, to mean that the individual is a good person, that the person leads a good life, that the person has a good character, and that the person is honest, was utilized by the Ho-Chunk Nation Trial Court in Ho-Chunk Nation v. Olsen, 2 Am. Tribal Law 299 (Ho-Chunk Nation Trial Ct. 2000). The Ho-Chunk Nation Trial Court addressed the issue of contract formation under customary law principles involving the purchase of cigarettes alleging breach of the purchase agreement and the return of the down payment. The court consulted with the Ho-Chunk Nation Traditional Court to determine “whether Ho-Chunk Nation custom and tradition recognized agreements analogous to the modern day 'contract.'” *Ho-Chunk Nation*, 2 Am. Tribal Law at 307 (stating that “[t]he Ho–Chunk Nation Traditional Court is a body of the Ho–Chunk Nation Judicial System comprised of tribal elders. The court hears issues voluntarily brought before them and resolves conflicts based on their expertise in the customs and traditions of the Ho–Chunk Nation”). The Traditional Court explained as follows: “In the tradition and custom of the Ho–Chunk Nation, agreements between parties for the exchange of goods or services were recognized as binding, and that it was wrong for one party to keep a benefit obtained from an agreement without providing the agreed upon compensation.” *Id.* (“When questions of Ho–Chunk Nation tradition or custom arise in cases before the Ho–Chunk Nation Trial or Supreme Courts, Judges and Justices may seek the input and expert opinion of the Ho–Chunk Nation Traditional Court. The procedure is analogous to the “certification of questions of law” that often takes place between federal and state courts. See 5 Am. Jur. 2d Appeal & Error § 1025.”). *Id.* As courts, councils, and practitioners address the meaning of binding agreements as achieving honesty in life, they can also examine performance of the obligation, and how lack of fulfillment of the terms can be used to terminate an agreement.

272. See Part IV(F). The principle of *dabasenindizowin*, humility, was addressed by the Osage Nation Supreme Court in Standing Bear v. Whitehorn, SCO-2015-1, 3–7 (Osage Nation 2016). The Osage Nation Supreme Court examined the political and legal theories undergirding the Osage Nation’s constitution pertaining to the principles of “separation of powers.” *Standing Bear*, SCO-2015-1. The court reasoned:

The Osage value “to do our best,” which guides us as we attempt to balance the roles and responsibilities of each branch of government in a manner that respects the efforts of those who prepared the constitution as well as the interests of Osage constituency to whom we are accountable . . . Above all things, we strive for reconciliation under the values of: Justice, Fairness, Compassion, and Respect for the Protection of Child, Elder, All Fellow Beings and Self . . . Part of the answer lies not with the cultural practices the Osages were learning outside their culture, but with the continuation of traditions they had developed over the course of centuries. The Constitution reflects our continuing values of respect, compassion, preservation, cultural stewardship, resource management, home, land, and family . . . Historically, some of our earliest known structures identified roles and responsibilities for our clans. Although “basic knowledge was shared by the twenty-four clan priesthoods, each clan had exclusive control over parts of this knowledge.” This is an early example of a “separation of powers” concept – the assigning of roles and responsibilities – as well as separation of functions
erosity, as an extension of humility, as embodied in the concept gizhewaadiziwin. Through his act of “short-sightedness,” by failing to act in a kind manner, or to do things in a kind manner, Wenabozho ended up burning his own body teaching us that our actions, if “short-sighted” can have dramatic consequences.

This story reminds us about the idea of obtaining truth in life as contained in the concept debwewin. We are expected to find our truth in life... It is the tradition of “roles and responsibilities” that we consider as we examine the issues before us... “Separation of Powers.” The concept refers to the division of government responsibilities into distinctive branches to limit any one branch from exercising the core functions of another and to prevent the concentration of power in any one branch. Its core philosophy states, to most effectively promote liberty, the executive, legislative and judicial powers must be separated and act independently. Id.

The notion of separation of powers as utilized by the Osage Nation Supreme Court can be expressed through the concept of Anishinaabe-izhitwaawin, Anishinaabe culture. As courts, councils, and practitioners develop Anishinaabe law through the lens of cultural principles, they will begin to embody dabasenindizowin, humility, through our established systems of governance. This is because governance, as fulfilled through the guise of Anishinaabe-izhitwaawin, is implemented through reciprocal kinship responsibilities and the existence and embodiment of Anishinaabe-izhitwaawin is the manifestation of Anishinaabe harmony and well-being.

273. See generally Part IV(F). The principle of gizhewaadiziwin, to do things in a kind manner, was utilized by the Appellate Court of the Hopi Tribe in Mahkewa v. Mahkewa, 5 Am. Tribal Law 207 (Hopi Ct. App. 2004). The Appellate Court examined Hopi customary law pertaining to the principle of truth as fairness as well as the importance of housing pursuant to Hopi tradition. The court reasoned, “Appellant’s [former husband’s] behavior is against the Hopi sense of fairness. It is ‘Nukpunti’ or an ‘act of evil intended to deprive the former spouse of property that is rightfully hers.’” Mahkewa, 5 Am. Tribal Law at 211. In reviewing the trial court’s order, the Appellate Court affirmed the requirement of the former husband in a divorce proceeding to build a home for his ex-wife, establishing that the requirement was consistent with Hopi customary law. The Appellate Court also held that the trial court partially erred, as the specific performance remedy was unenforceable. The Appellate Court amended the divorce decree in light of the discharge in bankruptcy of the judgement against the former husband to effectuate the Hopi sense of fairness based upon the principle “Hak hakiy ow nud kwat’ son put akw aapiy neeng nakgwat ow yorikngwu (if one commits a wrong upon another, he cannot realize a benefit to himself by it)” and remanded the matter. Id. at 213. The court determined that pursuant to Hopi customary law, “the Hopi home is a sacred place where children are instilled with Hopi traditions and values and where the wife fulfills her obligations to her clan.” Id. at 211. In further description of this principle the Court determined:

Hopi is a matrilineal society. The husband has the duty to provide support and maintenance for the wife in the form of a home and other resources to enable her to fulfill her obligations to her clan. Traditionally, upon the completion of the wedding ceremony at the groom’s household, the bride returns to her family home where the groom joins her to begin the marital relationship. After the groom accumulates sufficient resources to build a home for his wife, the new couple moves to the new home to become nawipti, or independent. The new home becomes the womb of the new family where Hopi traditions and values are perpetuated. By virtue of the matrilineal duties, the wife’s interest in the home is paramount to that of the husband. The husband’s obligations to his clan, on the other hand, takes place in the homes of his clanswomen, not his wife’s home. Id. at 212.


275. See generally Part IV(G). As courts utilize the rights of the spoken word, they can obtain debwewin, through the voice of the participants and the sound of the echoing of their hearts. The princi-
to act by thought on it, to perceive by thought on it, and to feel in the mind, and not dance around aimlessly with our eyes closed as the ducks did, waiting for “kwenk”276 or someone to wring our necks.

The Little River Band of Ottawa Indians Court of Appeals utilized the concept of *ogimaag*277 (*ogemuk* as referenced in the Odawa dialect) as follows:

...
As one of the leaders of the community – ogemuk – Justice Champagne was held – and should be held – to a higher standard of conduct.\textsuperscript{278} For the Anishinaabe, ogimaag, chiefs or leaders, must act in furtherance of gaa-ezh-i-o-gimaawaadizid, Anishinaabe sovereignty.\textsuperscript{279} By embodying the concepts of gwayakochigewin,\textsuperscript{280} to act in a correct manner, or to do things in a correct manner, and debwewin,\textsuperscript{281} achieving truth in life truth and honesty in their actions, our leaders will then be able to act in a way that recognizes those they are responsible for.

chooses to sneak around the hooghan in search of a non-existent side door in an effort to be less than open and honest. Here, Appellee did not enter the election with full disclosure of her personal history, which is expected of the people she serves. Instead, she was silent about her prior convictions, and, upon the revelation of her disqualifying convictions, she ran to state court for an order setting aside her convictions so as to evade removal. We will not condone such behavior. We hereby hold that Appellee’s negative response to the inquiry about felony and misdemeanor convictions was a false statement under the Election Code so as to remove her from elected office. A naat’ani is greatly respected by the people, however a naat’ani can be relieved of authority if he or she betrays the public trust placed in him or her. \textit{Id.} at 141–42.

\textsuperscript{278} People of the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians v. Champagne, 35 Indian L. Rep. 6004 (Little River Band of Ottawa Indians Ct. of App. 2007).

\textsuperscript{279} See Stark, supra note 49, at 351. The principle of gaa-ezh-i-o-gimaawaadizid, sovereignty and governance, was utilized by the Hopi Tribe Appellate Court in Village of Mishongnovi (Cultural Preservation Bd.) v. Humeyestewa, 1 Am. Tribal Law 295 (Hopi Tribe App. Ct. 1998). The Appellate Court addressed a dispute over village funds and other property between the village cultural preservation board and the village board of directors. \textit{Humeyestewa}, 1 Am. Tribal Law 295. In addressing the dispute, the court addressed the issue of standing as follows:

\begin{quote}
The exclusionary and highly formalistic operation of federal standing doctrine is a poor fit in the Hopi tribal court system, which exists in a radically different cultural and institutional context . . . The Hopi tribal court system operates squarely within a custom and tradition of open and consensual dispute resolution. Hopi traditions of discussion and consensus decision-making emphasize maximizing opportunities to air grievances and encouraging participation by clan and village members. Imposing a restrictive standing regime on Hopi tribal courts would deny tribal members access to an important neutral arena for adjudication of disputes. \textit{Id.}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{R} The principles embodying consensus decision making as utilized by the Hopi Tribe Appellate Court can be expressed through the concepts of debwewin, achieving truth in life and zagase’idiwin, a council, a council meeting. The principles of truth are inherently incorporated into Anishinaabe forms of reaching consensus on important decisions. Pursuant to Anishinaabe governance, each representative that possesses the responsibility to make a decision on behalf of their constituents is allowed the ability to make an informed decision based upon their ability to gain their own insight on the matter, often using the concepts embedded in gikendamaazod. Once this insight was obtained, the representative would share their “truth” on the matter. After each representative was able to share their position on a matter, each of the individual truths would merge to form the collective understanding, the collective truth, of the governing body. In traditional governance structure, ceremonies were integral in the governance process. Ceremonies provided context to onaakonigewin, law, pursuant to the principle of mino-bimaadiziwin, as achieved through the implementation of the seven grandfather teachings, by infusing the governance process with life energy and spirit as evidenced in the concept of zagase’idiwin, the mutual act of giving a smoke to someone, the mutual act of sharing a smoke with someone (especially a pipe in ceremony), and the mutual act of inviting someone to a council. Therefore, all governance decisions that were made during ceremony were considered sacred and binding.

\textsuperscript{280} See generally Part IV(E).

\textsuperscript{281} See generally Part IV(G).
VII. CONCLUSION

As this Article provides an introductory glimpse into the complex Anishinaabe principles associated with Anishinaabe jurisprudence it has identified how the foundational principles embedded in Anishinaabe law are derived from the ancestral link tying together the generations through language, traditional stories, and our continuous inter-relationship with the earth. In this process it has established how these foundational principles of Anishinaabe law are utilized to live a good life in harmony with all of creation and how the seven sacred laws of the creation—the seven grandfather teachings consisting of the principles of wisdom, love, respect, bravery, honesty, humility, and truth are utilized as foundational values for achieving harmony and implementing Anishinaabe law principles. This Article has also established how the traditional governance structure of the Anishinaabe is formed and built upon the tenets embedded within the seven grandfather teachings to develop the principles of culture, clan identity, sovereignty, and leadership. Through the analysis of the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians Court of Appeals customary law holding, this Article has provided insight into how the complex principles identified can be utilized by Anishinaabe tribal courts, tribal councils, and Anishinaabe law practitioners as “primary rules” in the development and furtherance of Anishinaabe Jurisprudence.

While it is recognized that the principles identified here are just a preview of the overall legal principles embodied in Anishinaabe law, it is my wish or nimisawendaan,282 that tribal courts, tribal councils, and Anishinaabe law practitioners will use this Article to further discuss, develop and implement these and other Anishinaabe law principles in the preservation of the values that guide our way of life as Anishinaabe people through the generations along the interconnected string entitled nindaanikoobiiganag283 to our great-grandchildren.
Wenabozho Gaa-kiishkigwebinaandaad Zhiishiiban\textsuperscript{284}

[When Wenabozho Decapitated the Ducks]


[Wenabozho was hungry as he walked along; he hadn’t eaten anything. When he started to come to the shore of the lake he sees the ducks, getting hungry here on the beach. Then a certain duck tells them, “My fellow ducks! Wenabozho is coming to the shore. Swim for the middle of the lake. Wenabozho is up to something.”]


[Wenabozho hears the ducks. “No my little brothers! We are going to have a pow-wow this evening here in the forest.” Then he went inland, making an arbor there, bending it to shape. The arbor was planted in the ground there. Then he tied a pair of pants in place like this, bundling up some moss here and carrying this off on his back.]


[Then he tells those ducks this, “My little brothers!” He tells them like so, “My little brothers! I’m carrying it this way,” he says. “I’m carrying these on my back for the [give-away] songs. Over here at Montreal as it’s called, I’m from over there. That’s why we are going to have a pow-wow here in the forest today.” “I hope,” he thinks, as he wants to kill those ducks, wants to eat them as he is hungry.]

\textsuperscript{284} Mosay, supra note 256, at 28–33.
As they went inland over there, the ducks went over and danced, entering the arbor there. In the midst of it he talks to them, “My little brothers! I am going to sing. My little brothers, dance with your eyes closed! Don’t peek,” he tells those ducks. “Here at this time now I am starting the slaughter.”

*Nishiimeyidogwen, gego inaabikegon*

*Giga-mamiskoshkiinzhigwem*

*Yo weh heh heh*

*Yo weh heh heh*

[My little brothers, don’t peek
Your eyes will turn red
Yo weh heh heh
Yo weh heh heh]  


[From time to time he decapitated those ducks by wringing their necks, and, as the story goes, they called out, “kwenk.” “Ha my little brothers, that’s how you want to sound.” He sings, wring their heads off, “Wenk.”]


[Then that helldiver opened his eyes to see what he [Wenabozho] was doing. Who had twisted the heads off the ducks? Then he called out to the ducks, “Hey my fellow ducks! Wenabozho is piling up our corpses. He’s going to roast us over a fire.” Those ducks are halfway out the door. Then, as the story goes, that helldiver is running away from him]
to the shore as [Wenabozho] kicked him, hunching up his back. Then he told him this, “Oh they’ll work on you like this. That one over there, that Indian, he isn’t going to eat you,” he told that helldiver. “And your eyes will turn red,” he told him. That’s why that helldiver’s eyes turned red.]

Mii gaa-izhi-yaad Wenabozho.

[That’s how Wenabozho was.]


[He left, [Wenabozho] came to the shore of the rivers, carrying the decapitated ducks, maybe seeing where he would roast those ducks over there. First of all he slept there extensively when he was ready, as he finished cooking those ducks. Then he slept.]


[Then those people over there, those ones who must have been waiting in ambush, “Wait in watch,’ they said of him, “peek down there.” These were Sioux that floated there. “Tell me if anybody floats up here.” I don’t know when he must have been sleeping. The Sioux could see him here as the steam rose [from his breath]. “That’s Wenabozho,” they said, “He’s got something here.” Then they shock [their] roaches in agreement, as the leader didn’t have to say anything to those waiting in ambush, they took all those things [Wenabozho] had roasted and left.]

[And at this time as he wakes up, that [duck] having been done a long time, Wenabozho gets up glancing a bit towards his roast that they had stolen, those Sioux having taken it from him. Then he got mad. He burned himself, leaving here at this time. Then he burned up this here, so the story goes, getting itchy skin as he scabbed up. Then these sticks came to be like this.]


[Then he said this: “My little brothers,” he told them, “That Indians shall come to live here. And he’ll call you apaakozigan, that’s how you’ll all be called.” That’s where the Indian gets the kinnikinnick he smokes. That’s how Wenabozho made that.]

Mii inaadizookwewaad ongow akiwenziiyag mewinzha.

[That’s how these old men told legends long ago.]